NO ONE IS ABOVE
THE LAW
Not even Sultans and Cabinet Ministers
In this article, ANIL
NETTO, claims that
Mahathir is punishing the
Rulers for rejecting the
amendments after they
had led him to believe that
they were agreeable. This
is why the media is being
used excessively as a form
of retaliation to expose the
shocking excesses of the
royalty. The issue also
leads us to another
important question: What
about removing the
"immunity" of the
political elites?
n January 1793, at the height of
the French Revolution, King
Louis XVI was sent to the guillotine. That dr.:tmatic execution
ushered in a bloody Reign of Terror during which thousands lost
their lives.
Two hundred years on and
10,000 km away in Malaysia.
events proved to be not as drastic
but there was plenty of drama
nonetheless. The Malaysian sultans were feeling the heat.
Constitutional amendments
were passed in Parliament on 19
January by an overwhelming 133vote majority. These historic
amendments sought to remove
the immunity of the Malaysian
royalty from legal proceedings for
civil and criminal wrongs committed by them in their personal

anaylsts feel the very fact that
Anwar was chosen to attend these
meetings is the clearest indication
yet of his pre-eminence among
the three UMNO Baru vice-presidents in the prime ministerial succession stakes - but that is another
story.)
Outwardly. these meetings
and discussions seemed to be
going along smoothly although
some hard bargaining must have
taken place. Although former
Aliran president Dr Chandra

capacity. The Bill was tabled in
Parliament despite having been
rejected by all nine Rulers.

UNFOUNDED OPTIMISM
The shock waves arising from
the recent alleged assault by the
Sultan of Johor against school
hockey coach Douglas Gomez
were still reverbrating when
Prime Minister Dr Mahathir
Moha~'ld initiated moves to
amend the Constitution.
The Rulers met several times
:JII'

I

The PM and the ex-King: The barrage of attacks on the royalty is a result of
the increased wealth and educational opportunities for the Malays.

among themselves in anticipation
of this. They also had at least three
sessions with Mahathir, Deputy
Prime Minister Ghafar Baba and
Finance Minister Anwar Ibrahim
during which the proposed
amendments were explained. All
three UMNO Baru leaders are
known for their strong outspoken
views on the royalty. (Some
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Muzaffar had predicted at an
Aliran dialogue session in
December that the Rulers were
not going to conSent to the
proposed amendments, it appeared that both sides were veering towards
a compromise
arrangement whereby a special
court headed by the Lord President as chairman would be set up

Senate) delivering parsent; and two, the Rulers were free
ticularly hard- hilling
to seek a court declaration if they
speeches. Several MPs
felt the amendments affected their
also made scathing atprivileges. By abstaining from
tacks on various memvoting, the DAP and other opposibers of the royalty.
tion parties lost a priceless opporWhen voting on the
tunity to send a clear message
amendments was carthat no one was above the Jaw, no
ried out late in the night
matter what the technicalities.
of 19 January, the outAs for PAS, the party's stand
come carne hardly as a
in this whole episode has been
surprise - 133 in favour
most revealing. PAS deputy presi(129 from the ruling
dent Abdul Hadi Awang said that
coalition and four from
PAS did not vote for the amendIndependents) and none
ments because they were "too
against, with 16 DAP
limited" and the party did not like
MPs abstaining. Seven
the manner the wrongdoings of
PAS members had
the Rulers were exposed in Parliawalked out just before
ment without giving them an opthe vote while the six
portunity to defend themselves.
Semangat MPs stayed
This kind of reasoning is rather
away after disagreeeing
weak. PAS should have voted in
with the amendments a
favour of the amendments beday earlier. The PBS ' 14
cause, even though the Bill might
TuMku Jufar of the Negri S.mbilan royal
house: The media provided unrelenting
MPs were also missing
not have been very comprehenpounding.
when the voting took
sive, it was at least a step in the
to hear cases involving the Rulers.
place.
right direction. After aJJ, in Islam,
The abstentions and disap(Even this arrangement would be
no one is above the law, a point
pearance of the various opposimost unsatisfactory - there is no
conceded by PAS.
valid reason why cases involving
tion partic:s were interesting in
PRINCIPLES MAITER
the Royalty should not be heard in
their own right. The reasons given
ordinary courts). In fact, Mahathir
In a sense, the pattern of
for not supporting the amendvoting renected the very partisan
and his senior colleagues publicly
ments were baffling, to say the
and political considerations of
expressed their optimism in
least. Although DAP MP Karpal
both the DAP and PAS. The DAP,
securing the Rulers ' consent as
Singh had assured the governit would appear, was reluctant to
the 18 January date for the Bill to
ment that his party was 100 per
antagonise its partner
be tabled in Parliament drew
cent behind the intenin the Gagasan Rakyat
nearer.
tion to amend the
opposition coalition,
However, on 18 January, the
Constitution,
Semangat 46. PAS on
secretary general Lim
Rulers informed Mahathir of their
the other hand did not
rejection of the proposed admendKit Siang said the
want to jeopardise its
mcnts. This startling announce
party abstained from
voting bacause it
relations with the Sulment must have left the Prime
Minister feeling acutely annoyed
tan of Kelantan who,
believed technically,
some believe, is a
and embarrassed. "It almost
the consent of the
strong supporter of
looked like he had been taken for
Rulers
was
still
needed before the Bill
the party. Moreover,
a ride by the Rulers. He must have
PAS also depends on
could become effecfelt that he had lost face especially
Semangat 46's backtive.
after telling the whole world that
The PM: Uncanny
ing for it to remain in
things were looking good," said a
This argument is tactician.
power in Kelantan.
barely tenable for
political observer in Penang.
Semangat 46 disappointed a
two reasons - one, certain quarters
BAFFLING POUTJCS
Jot of people with the stand they
believe that the elimination of imNevertheless, the Bill was
took. Some politicians claim that
munity does not infringe on the
tabled in Parliament with
the party was ' using' the royalty
privileges of the royalty and thus
Mahathir, (and later Ghafar in the
to shore up its sagging fortunes. In
does not require the Rulers' conAliran MonJhly 1993:13 (1) Page 3

the process, the party acquired an
ultra- 'royalist' image, helped to a
large extent by the royal roots of
party president Tengku Razaleigh
Hamzah. By linking the issue of
immunity
to
ktdaulatan
(sovereignty), the message most
people got was that the fundamental rights and interests of the ordinary citizen were of secondary
importance to the interests of the
royalty.
Although the party still has
pockets of support from traditional, rural Malays outside its home
base of Kelantan, it has alienated
a lot of the urban Malay middle
class with its sympathetic stand
towards the royalty. Much of the
goodwiU which the party also enjoyed amongst non-Malays would
have also evaporated with the
very communal position taken by
the party. In the longer term, this
whole episode would have surely
hurt the party's prospects of
remaining a viable alternative to
UMNOBaru.
It is apparent from this voting
trend that there is a major weakness among the opposition parties
in this country. When they should
be voting on the basis of the principles behind an issue - even if it
at times means supporting the
ruling coalition's views and
maybe even ignoring legal technicalities ~ these opposition parties chose to be swayed by
political and partisan considerations.
They should do well to
remember that ultimately, it is the
priciples that count the most, as
far as the interests of the people
are concerned. It is a firm and
unwavering commitment to principles, not self interests or personalities, which lends credibility
to a political party in the long run.
In this respect, Parti Ra.kyat
Malaysia (PRM) should be commended for being the only opposition party to take a highly
principled, consistent stand on
this issue.

TilE MAlAY MIDDLE
CLASS
Where does this leave the
Barisan? In analysing these
amendments, there are some who
ask, "Why only now? Why was
nothing done earlier?" In some
ways, this is a valid question but
viewed from a different angle, it
isn't.
Certainly, the Barisan cannot
escape responsibility for all this
while quietly approving colossal
sums of money to cater to the extravagant ways of some Sultans.
Government leaders were surely
aware of the numerous palaces,
the
lavish renovations. the
pedigree horses, the expensive
holidays etc and yet they gave no
indication that something was
amiss until the Gomez incident
occurred.
But viewed from a different
perspective, the Barisan should
not be roundly condemned for
taking belated action. "I look at it
(the amendments) this way - better late than never,·· said one
university lecturer. Indeed, it is
doubtful that such action could
have been taken ten or twenty
years ago without serious, farreaching repercussions.
The barrage of attacks against
the royalty witnessed today is in
many ways, the product of the
New Economic Policy (NEP) and
increased educational opportunities for the Malays. With better education and the emergence
of the Malay middle class came
increasing confidence and a more
critical attitude towards the aristocracy.

MAHATHIR'S MOVES
Sensing this, Mahathir, himself as someone who has never
been enamoured by the royalty,
initiated moves to curb the excesses of the Rulers. But he couldn't
risk a confrontation in 1987 or
1988 because of the split in the old
UMNO and his own weakened
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position; perhaps, he also needed
the tacit support of the Rulers then
in order to remain in power.
Neither could he act in 1990 because of the general election and
the UMNO Baru party elections.
He did, however, prepare his
party members and Malaysians in
general for what was to come by
launching blistering attacks on
the monarchy in recent annual
UMNO Baru general assemblies.
With his own position now unassailable and the ground work already done, all he needed was the
perfect moment to act ... and the
Gomez incident was served to him
on a silver platter. To ensure his
success, the media was enlisted to
provide cover with its relentless
pounding on the royalty.
What else can you say about
that man Mahathir? Whether you
like him or not, you must admit
that he had taken full advantage of
the situation in confronting the
royalty and men like the Sultan of
Johor. In riding this storm out, he
was never in danger of letting the
steering wheel spin out of control.
The shrewd politician that he is,
he has once again displayed his
uncanny knack of seizing a potential crisis and turning it around
masterly to his advantage.
However, the manner of the
'assault' on the royalty has not
been without blemish. Some of
the really outrageous excesses of
the royalty were only revealed
after
the Rulers rejected
Mahathir's proposed amendments. These included the RM75
million spent by the King on
palace renovations, including
RM2.5 million on bed- spreads
and RM6.8 million on cutlery.
The Sultan of Johor spent a further RM31 million on his palace.
Enough to make Imelda Marcos
weep.
Many had believed before the
present king's inauguration, that,
as a former Lord President, he
would bring with him fresh winds
of change . Unfortunately. that

belief proved to be supremely
naive.
"Obviously, Mahathir was out
to punish the Rulers for their
rejection of the amendments after
they had led him to believe that
they were agreeable," remarked a
teacher. Another political analyst
pointed out, "If the Rulers had
agreed to the amendments, it is
very unlikely that the medY.l
would have exposed the more
shocking excesses of the royalty.
These revelations were a form of
retaliation against the Rulers for
not agreeing."

ERROR OF JUIXJEMENT
The Rulers had made their
stand clear- they were against any
attempt to remove their immunity.
This was obviously an error of
judgement on their part. They
should have given their consent if
only to avoid plunging the nation
into a period of uncertainty.
Politically, giving their consent
would have been the most appropriate thing for them to do as it
would have helped to quiten the
clamour for stiffer action to be
taken. Instead, they chose to ignore the long-term implications of
their decision.
As it is we are now going
through a tit for tat phase following the passing of the amendments. Investiture ceremonies
and birthday tea parties have been
called off by a certain Sultan. The
usual weekly briefings have in
turn been done away with by the
Mentris
Besar,
following
Mahathir's announcement that he
would no longer be briefing the
King every Wednesday. A
thorough review of the other
'perks' being enjoyed by the
royalty is also being carried out.
No doubt, there will be more sensational revelations relating to
the royalty.
Even more ominously, the
N~w Straits Times, that barometer
of establishment thought, published a long list of monarchs who had

been deposed since World War
Two.

SYMBOUC
PROTECTORS
For now, it looks like the
recent amendments will soon
reach the statute books one way or
another. Even if the King rejects
the Bill and returns it to Parliament for further debate it is
guaranteed to become law when it
is submitted the second time
around to the King, with or
without the King's assent. If the
amendments are subsequently
challenged in court, it is unlikely
that such legal action will succeed
for two reasons - one, there is an
element of doubt whether immunity from criminal and civil
legal proceedings can be considered a privilege and two, the
recent record shows that sensitive
political cases have seldom gone
against the Executive.
As the media campaign continues relentlessly, the Rulers will
eventually find that their role in
society will be irreversibly altered
to one which is merely symbolic
and peripheral.

PUBUC
ACCOUNTAB/LrrY
The good thing to emerge
from this whole saga is that the
whole concept of public accountability has been given a much
needed boost. The people have
seen how their money has been
squandered by certain members
of the royalty. "Do you know that
many of our hospitals today don't
even have a kidney dialysis
machine? And to think that all
along they said there was no
money!" said a doctor in Kedah.
It will only be a natural
development from here for others
to now point their fingers in the
direction of the Executive and
ask," And what about you - Ministers, Mentris Besar, MPs and
state assemblymen? What about

your own life-styles - your
limousines, your mansions, your
business dealings, your timber
concessions, your overseas trips,
your Italian suits, your horses?

EXECUTIVE IMMUNITY?
Simple folk are already asking
some awkward questions about
the concept of immunity. One factory employee asked, "They (the
ministers) talk about removing
immunity. What about the ISA,
the OSA and the Printing and Publications Act where decisions
taken by Ministers cannot be challenged in court? Don't these Acts
enshrine Executive immunity?
What about the cases of alleged assault against ISA
detainees? How is that different
from the alleged assault on
Gomez?"
Yes, the questions are certainly becoming uncomfortable.
"What ever happened to the
ACA report on Samy Vellu? And
why was no action taken against
Elyas Omar over the Volvo scandal? And why was no one
prosecuted in Malaysia in connection with the colossal BMF scandal? Don't tell me they're
immune. too," thundered a
housewife.

THE PARTY'S OVER
Surely, from now on at least,
the Executive will have to prove
that it has not assumed legal immunity for itself, that it remains
accountable to the public and that
it does not indulge in lavish, unnecessary expenditure. Otherwise, all its preaching to the
royalty would have been nothing
more than the kuali calling the
kettle black.
As for the sultans, if that
famous crooner Nat King Cole
had been around, he might have
asked us to spin this number for
them: Th~ Party's Over. And,
until the amendments become
law, he wouldn 't have charged
any royalty either. •

INTERVIEW

TESTAMENT
TO
SELFISHNESS
Interview with
A/iran President,
DR ARIFFIN OMAR on
legal immunity
AM : How do you view the recent controversy
between tbe Malay monarchs and the government?

The problem with the behaviour of the rulers is
that during all these years it was not made clear to
them as to the limits of their actions. Furthunnore the
feudal mentality of the Malay rakyat as well as their
political leaders were exploited by the rulers for their
own personal benefit.
You must realise that abuses by the rulers became
serious within the last ten years or so.
What was even more appalling was the fact the
Malaysian Constitution was amended to such an extent that the conduct and behaviour of the rulers were
not subject to any public discussion or criticism. This
was one of the amendments that came about because
of May 13. It was felt that rulers who were symbols
of Malay identity must be beyond any form of
criticism or reproach. No one anticipated that they
would abuse the privileges given to them.
Don't forget in many countries the institution of
the monarchy has been done away with but here in
Malaysia we were strengthening this institution
despite the fact that this is the century of the masses.
AM: Why did you and others who were aware
or t he d angers or the abuse or power by the
monarchs keep q uiet then?

The controversy between the Malay monarchs
and the government is certainly not recent especially
I wrote about it in my book Bangsa Mtlayu :
when the issue concerns the rights and privileges of
Malay Concepts of Democracy and Community 1945
the rulers.
- 1950 which will be published by Oxford University
If we refer to history, during the Malayan Union
Press in April 1993. But I cannot be too vocal about
Crisis of 1946 the Malay masses had
it. Well, I hope that you have not formade it clear to the rulers that
gotten the Sedition Act, the Internal
whatever rights and privileges they
Security Act and a host of other un"the rakyat's
enjoyed depended on what their subdemocratic laws that effectively
daulat is higher gagged us.
jects granted to them.
Don't forget, it was the Malay
As for the others, I mean the
than that of the
politicians, I think that they were merrakyat that put the rulers back on their
raja. If there are rily making use of the rulers for their
thrones after the British forced them
no rakyat, there own political ends. Come now, surely
to sign the MacMichael Agreements
in 1945. This is all recorded in the
you are not naive.
will be no raja,
You must be aware of the role the
Malay newspapers Majlis and the
but if there is
Utusan Me/ayu of 1945 and 1946.
Sultan of Johor who, as the King in
The Maj/is of 6 February 1946 had
1988, played in getting rid of the Lord
no raja, the
stated that "the rakyat's daulat is
President Salleh Abbas and the five
rakyat can
higher than that of the raja. If there are
brave judges who stood in the way of
become raja."
no rakyat, there will be no raja, but if
some powerful individuals? I thought
there is no raja, the rakyat can become
your magazine higlighted all these unraja." Why can't people just refer to
savoury incidents.
history?
AM: Concerning your book, w hat makes you
t hink t ha t it is significant in explaining the present
AM: If that is so can you explain w hy is it that
s ituation?
the rulers behaved as if they were absolute
mona rchs and not subject to any form of
restraint?

I think reading my book would be important in
understanding how the Malay bangsa emerged as a
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force in its own right and subdued the sultans to its
will in the case of Malaya.
The sultans at that time realised that after they had
betrayed the Malay rakyat by signing the MacMichael Agreement, they no longer could act independently of the will and wishes of the rakyat and
they accepted that.
The Malay monarchs in Malaya were very fortunate when compared to their kith
and kin in East Sumatra.
AM: What do you mean more
rortunate? Can you elaborate rurther?

ers for a song. They neglected the welfare of their
rakyat and thought more of their own comforts.
Look some of them had 4 or even 5 luxurious
palaces, incredible numbers of luxury cars and luxury
yachts. Of course there was no jet plane then but if
there were, you can be sure they would have had a
couple of it.
For example the Sultan of Langkat had more then
10 luxury cars for which he refused to
pay any taxes whatsoever. The Sultan
" ...the
of Deli signed away lands to Dutch
planters that belonged to his Batak
politicians, I
subjects.
think that they
They all used Islam to justify their
deeds and demanded unquestioned
were merrily
loyalty from their subjects.
making use of
The Dutch residents complained
the rulers for
unendingly about the sultans but were
unable to take any action against
their own
them.

In East Sumatra, the Malay rakyat
and other indigeneous people rose up
in revolt against the Malay monarchies of Deli, Langbt AS3han and
Serdang.
political ends...
The palaces of these rulers were
AM: That bit about the Dutch
attacked and burned and some of the
You must be
rulers and their relatives were murbeing unable to do anything sounds
aware of the
dered,
their
womenfolk
were
like what is happening here. Please
role the Sultan explain
molested and the property seized by
the rakyat in March 1946 which is
of Johor who,
The Dutch needed the Malay
about the same time we in Malaya
as the King in
were having the Malayan Union
rulers as a bulwark against Indonesian
Crisis.
1988, played in nationalism that was challenging
them.
The violence and brutality that was
getting rid of
The rulers were used to jail and
inflicted upon the sultans and Malay
the Lord
harass Indonesian nationalists while
rajas was unimaginable.
the Dutch planters found the Malay
For instance when the rebellious
President. .. "
monarchs truly bribeworthy inrakyat attacked the Sultan of
dividuals who would lease or sell anyLangbt's palace on 8 March 1946, he
thing even if it did not belong to them for a few
and his whole family was captured. His two
thousand guilders.
daughters were raped in front of him and he was
You just change the time frame and the context a
asked by his rakyat "Now Tuanku where is your
bit and the same situation exists here with our
kedaulat3n and your kemuliaan?"
politicians making use of the Malay rulers for their
Their palaces were destroyed and the only palace
that remains of that bygone era of decadent opulence
own ends when it suited them.
is the lstana Maimun in Medan which was the home
AM: Surely you do not believe that the misof the Sultan of Deli. It is now in a decrepit state.
deeds or the rajas in East Sumatra were the sole
Go visit it - this is one istana where you can walk
cause or the violent upheaval against them?
in and out as you please.
AM: Why did the violence take p lace in
Sumatra against the Malay monarchies?
The reasons why that happened are about the
S3me as what we are reading about our monarchies
today.
We had rulers who misbehaved - I mean they
asS3ulted their rakyat, molested their womenfolk,
seized the land of their rakyat and leased it to foreign-

Of course not. But they were a contributary factor.
Now after the Japanese Occupation, Indonesia
became an independent nation on 17 August 1945.
This meant that the island of Sumatra was also a part
of the Republic of Indonesia.
However,the Malay rajas were not keen to recognise Indonesia nor did they want to be a part of the
new nation. They wanted to maintain their separate
state identities as well as their feudal perogatives.
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They claimed that they were doing so in the interests
alliances may become a threat to their vested interests
of their rakyat.
in the not too distant future.
However, their own rakyat were not convinced of
this because there was never an occasion in the past
AM: What do you think or the argument that
when they ever did anything good for their rakyat
the rulers protect the interests or the Malay
except oppress them. Worse still, the rajas were in
rakyat?
cohorts with the Dutch and wanted to bring back
Dutch colonialism. That was the last straw and when
That is a big joke. The only interests that they
the violence broke out they were done
protect are their very own.
for.
Their total unwillingness to agree Many of the Malay monarchies in
to the Constitutional amendments
"We must not
Malaya had family ties with the
concerning their legal immunity is a
forget that the
kerajaan of East Sumatra and they are
testament to selfishness.
surely aware of what happened beI am aware of the shallow argurulers
cause some of the survivors of the
ment that the rulers protect Malay inmisbehaved
'social revolution' of March 1946
terests. If that is so just ask them who
took refuge with their royal relatives
because UMNO their business partners are. You'll be
in Malaya.
at the number of non-Malay
allowed them to surprised
businessmen who have become mil do so... UMNO
AM: Ir you srote that the
lionaires because of their connections
politicians were making use or the
with the palace.
must now
rulers, why did they fall out with
behave in an
them?
AM: What will the Constitutional amendments achieve?
exemplary
This is where, the public has been
manner."
subjected to a great decep tion.
Well. initially. it will make it clear
On the one hand, the action against
to our rulers that we are living in the
the errant rulers were put forward as a
last decade of the 20th century and
that their kind of profligate behaviour that they have
brave act by a morally upright government to protect
the poor rakyat against the abuses of the rulers who
been used to is not in keeping with the times.
But the most important achievement of all is that
molest, assault and even in some instances allegedly
murder them.
finally the Malay rakyat is leaving the feudal age and
But come now, some of the heinous crimes that
is entering the modern era sadly enough decades after
took place within the past 10 years were more serious
others have do ne so.
than the slaps and kicks that poor Gomez received
and yet nothing was done.
AM: How will UMNO benefit from all this?
Look we are talking about allegations of murder
Firstly, it will be to the personal satisfaction of
committed by rulers. Why is it that action is being
some uf their leaders that they have humbled the
taken now'?
Malay rulers and have given them a blow from which
AM: What do you think?
they may never recover.
But, it must be remembered that from now on,the
rakyat will also expect and have the right to expect
I do not think that the interests of the rakyat are
greater accountability from our political leaders as
of paramount importance in the conflcit between the
well as a commitment to a code of ethics.
government and the rulers.
After all why must the government be exempt
Leaving aside the misbehaviour of some of the
from ethical behaviour when there is a code of ethics
rulers, I think that some of the reasons why the
for almost everyone?
government has moved against them arc because
So in pointing their fingers at the mjas' faults
there are some leaders in the government who alUMNO must now be more careful about itself.
legedly harbour anti monarchy sentiments.
Secondly, we must not forget that some of the
We must not forget that the rulers misbehaved
rulers are building business and financial alliances
because UMNO allowed them to do so and after
with certain individuals that are causing some conhaving pulled them in, UMNO must now behave in
cern to cerroin political leaders who feel that these
an exemplary manner. •
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Significance of
'Immunity Issue'
Rights Must Take Precedence Over Privileges
In this article DR
CHANDRA MUZAFFAR

examines the qualities of
good leadership and states
that by exposing the
misdeeds of the Rulers,
the immunity issue, has
succeeded, to some extent,
in getting people to reflect
upon the attributes of a
morally upright
leadership.
arliament, by limiting the
immunity of the Rulers,
and the media, by exposing
the wrongdoings of the Royalty,
have brought to the fore issues of
paramount significance to the future of the nation.
The principle of equality
before the law, for instance, an
integral aspect of our Constitution, has now assumed new meaning. Because that principle has
been put to the test in the interface
between Raja and rakyat, people
are beginning to understand its actual legal, political and social implications. Given the long feudal
history of Malay society in which
Sultans have always been
regarded as lords and masters of
their subjects, this new emphasis
upon equality in the eyes of the
law is bound to have a profound
impact upon the psychology or
the community.
This is related yet to another
important democratic principle
which the immunity debate in
both the Dewan Rakyat and
Dewan Negara highlighted. That

citizens in a democracy have
rights
which
must
take
precedence over the privileges or
their Monarchs ts a princtple
which has never really been given
much emphasis in our society. II
has taken a conflict between the
Monarchy and the Executive to
make more people aware of this.

P

Malay society ia ateeped in feudal
history.

Accountability
Likewise. the conclict has underscored the significance of accountability in a democratic
polity. In societies with a feudal
background. it is only through trials and tribulations that those who
wield authority learn to observe
public accountability.
Awareness of the importance
of accountability has also sharpened the public's perception of
responsible leadership. The
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qualities of good leadership, so
central to Islamic political
thought, have long lain buried
under the dead weight of feudal
notions of governance. By exposing the misdeeds of the Rulers, the
immunity issue has succeeded, to
some extent, in gelling people to
reflect upon the attributes of a
morally upright leadership.
Nowhere is the contradiction
between the feudal idea of power
and the Islamic concept of
authority more apparent than in
the question of the lifestyles of the
Monarchs. The media. through its
detailed expose of the extravagance and opulence of some
of the Rulers, has shown that
moderation and restraint are noble
values which should govern the
Ii ves of leaders.
And indeed, it is not just our
hereditary Rulers but our elected
leaders too who should eschew
extravagance and opulence. In a
sense, opulence has become a sort
of elite disease in our society inflicting nearly everyone who
commands wealth, power and influence.
A segment of our society has
become even more conscious of
this as a result of the immunity
issue and are now demanding
greater accountabi lity on the part
of our elites- especially our pol itical elites. Our political elites wiU
do well to remember therefore
that accountability is not just a
matter of going back to the voters
once in 4 or 5 years. The essence
of accountability is discharging
one's responsibilities at all times
in accordance 't;Vith established
ethical norms and values - and
being willing to submit oneself to

is that the Monarchy serves to check
Executive power.
The truth is that the
Rulers, individually
or
collectively,
have made no attempt either to curb
the concentration of
Executive power or
to check the erosion
of civil and political
Their
liberties.
response to the 'Tun
Abas'
Salleh
episode is a case in
point.

No inclination
to defend

Constitution
There is a very
little evidence to
show
that
our
The rakyat would do well to demand accountability of our political elitee u well.
hereditary Rulers
have been conpublic scrutiny of every aspect of
was wrong in focussing upon concerned about defending the Constitutional procedures. The values
one's conduct.
stitution or protecting democmcy.
and principles embodied in the
Integrity
Indeed, they have not shown any
amendments are so crucial to
inclination
in the last 35 years to
The immunity issue has also
human rights and democmcy that
introduce,
on their own, even
succeeded in raising doubts about
the question of 'method' should
minor
reforms
which would reinthe integrity of those individuals
have been subordinated to tile
force
their
roles
as constitutional
who in theory are bound by law
substance of the 'message'.
monarchs
operating
within a parbut who in practice behave as if
Similarly, the argument put fordemocmcy.
Whatever
liamentary
they are 'above the law'. Their
ward by the Parti Islam Malaysia
positive
changes
have
been
Executive decisions are some(PAS) that the amendments were
brought
to
the
monarchial
system
times 'immune' from judicial
not part of a larger endeavour to
have all been induced by forces
review. Their ill-gotten wealth is
implement the Syariah makes
outside the sytem. This was how
often
'immune'
from
the
very little sense. Since no one is
it was transformed from a tradisearchlights of the media.
above the law in hlam, and since
tional feudal system to a modern,
Herein lies the long-term sigthe amendments sought to estabconstitutional
one. Ironically, it is
nificance of the immunity issue: it
lish that specific point, there was
mainly
because
of these transformay make our people less unquesno reason why an Islamic party
mations
that
the
system has surtioningly loyal to all those who
could not support tbe proposal on
vived
to
this
day.
This is why it is
wield power and authority. It may
the basis of its own merit. If
not
in
the
interest
of the Rulers enhance the practice of public actomorrow the government tables a
something
which
they have alcountability. It may create a more
Bill in Parliament to ban all
ways
understood
well
- to resist
ethical leadership.
forms of gambling, would PAS
the
significant
changes
proposed
It is because the immunity
refrain from supporting the Bill
by
the
Mahathir
government
and
issue is so fundamental to polition the ground that the Syariah, in
adopted by the Malaysian Parliacal and social change that all
its totality, is not in force? Semanment. •
political parties in Parliament
gat '46 contended that the passage
25 January 1993
should have supported the amendof the Bill would lead to the conments to the Constitution. The
centmtion of power in the hands
Democratic Action Party (DAP)
of the Executive. The assumption
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VIEWS FROM THE STREET
ALIRAN spoke to some individuals on
their views about the legal immunity of
Rulers. Here we present the views of
people we spoke to.

AMENDMENTS LONG
OVERDUE
MANJIT KAUR (lecturer): "The removal of
legal immunity for Rulers is long overdue. Complaints about abuse of power have abounded for
many years. Their legal immunity should have been
removed a lot earlier so that these earlier alleged
misdemeanours could have been addressed.
No one is above the law and it is simply archaic
to have laws that exempt certain people from the
legal process just because of their birth. As we enter
the twenty-first century, these anachronistic
provisions of the Constitution need to be amended.
At a time whe n Rulers are increasingly getting involved in business and politics, the need for them to
be subject to the law is greater.
Whether actions against the Rulers should be
brought in ordinary Courts or through an Advisory
Panel for each State depends on the nature of the
wrongdoing. Ordinary crimes should be dealt with by
the Courts, but the Court handling such matters
should have the very top judges sitting and the
prosecution be handled by the Attorney-General, or
a senior prosecutor recommended by him, so that the
Court is not intimidated by the Ruler. Cases where
the Rulers are alleged to have abused their power
should be dealt with by an independent Advisory
Panel. If the need ever arises to remove a Ruler, th is
should receive the consent of other Rulers. However,
fellow Rulers should not constitute the tribunal
deciding in the first instance on alleged misconduct
of a Ruler, as they do not in general have legal
training.
Once the idea was mooted to remove the legal
immunity of the Rulers, the matter has been pushed
without breathing space. It appears that the Executive
do not want to wait for things to settle down as
support may then slacken and the opportunity lost.

CONFRONTATIONAL
APPROACH
JEFF 001 (Administrator): "The removal of
the legal immunity of the Rulers may not be as good
an idea as it would flfst appear. It weakens the position of the Rulers and further strengthens the position
of the Executive. The Rulers arc the only real check
at present on the Executive. Most of the other checks,
like the media, courts, have been removed and Parliament is very much a rubber-stamp body.
But if proceedings really need to be brought
against a Ruler, the ordinary courts do not appear to
be the right place for this. To charge Rulers in courts
would not be in keeping with the respect that should
be accorded to the Sultans. Overall, the Executive
could probably have explored other avenues on how
to deal with Rulers who act improperly. There could
have been more consultation with other bodies. They
are rushing through these Constitutional changes and
are taking a rather confrontational approach."

PARLIAMENT SHOULD DECIDE
RAMLI (Accountant): "Definitely the legal immunity of rulers should be removed. It is simply not
defensible for them to have immunity.
But I have doubts about whether either the courts
or special Advisory Councils in each state would be
suitable to deal with situations where Rulers breach
the law. At the State level, the members of any
proposed Council would be too close to the Rulers.
And there may be technical difficulties in bringing
the Rulers to court. Maybe Parliament itself should
be the body to decide on cases where Rulers breach
the law."

EXECUTIVE ALSO IMMUNE
RAM (Bank Officer): "It strikes me as ironical
that the Executive can flout existing laws with total
immunity and at the same time say that no one should
be beyond the law. Our Sedition L:lw is quite explicit
about what is seditious. One of the things it is
seditious to do is to question the privileges of the
Rulers. In fact, saying anything that would cause
disaffection against the Rulers is seditious and therefore criminal by our law.
When our politicians say that the legal immunity
of the Rulers should be removed, they are quite
clearly breaking the law. What emerges from the way
the whole issue is evolving is that those who really
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enjoy legal immunity are the Executive. Not only
that, but they would also like to be in a position to
detennine what privileges should be enjoyed by the
Sultans and what shouldn ' t. The fact that the Constitution quite explicitly says that the privileges of the
Sultans may not be removed without the consent of
the Rulers docs not bother the government leaders in
the least.
The Sultans may have various idiosyncracies. But
it is simply hypocritical for the politicians to say that
no one, not even Rulers, should be beyond the law,
when they themselves have so little care for whether
they are breaking the law and whether their actions
are consistent with explicit provisions of the Constitution.
We have some absurd, over-broad, draconian
laws on our books. The Sedition Act is one. The ISA
and the OSA are another two. The lawmakers have a
responsibility to ensure that our laws arc good Jaws.
They should focus on this first, before all this showmanship of bringing the Rulers in line. That would
be the legally correct way of proceedang.
Certainly the Rulers should not be beyond the
law, but if the Executive show by their words and
actions that they (the Executive) also enjoy legal
immunity and if they have so little respect for the
laws that they are responsible for, then they arc in no
position to make judgements about others."

PRIVILEGES SHOULDN'T BE
TRANSFERRED TO THE NEW
RAJAS
DR SYED HUSSEIN ALI (Sociologist): "The
rulers' legal immunity must be removed. This ensures legal redres~ for the rakyat against any royal
abuse. Furthermore, it can be a deterrent on the royalty committing any abuse in the future.
The Royalty should be dealt with by an ordinary
court (when they commit misdemeanours). I believe
everybody should be treated equally before the law.
But there must be guarantee of the independence of
the judiciary. The Judges must be fair and just.
It must be stressed that the government leaders
have partly to be blamed for pampering the rulers
with all kinds of privileges. Further, these same
leaders have also been guilty of arrogating to themselves and their cronies compa.mble privileges, at
least in certain fields. I hope the removal of privileges
not provided for in the Constitution will stop royal

extravagance and excesses, and at the same time
induce government leaders to examine themselves,
before they are examined by the rakyat.
Now there is so much talk about, for example,
hospital wards for royalty to be opened to the public.
But, which members of the public? Those who can
afford or those desperately in need of treatment'? The
removal of privileges from the royalty should not be
an exercise to transfer the same privileges to new
raja's and Maharaja's. The rakyat has the right to
know what is in store for them."

DO AWAY WITH DETENTION
WITHOUT TRIAL
JOHAN SARA VANAMUTTU (Professor of
Politics): " I fully support the removal of the rulers'
legal immunity and progressive developments of this
sort. If we are about to do away with anachronisms
like feudal rights we should also do away with
anachronisms which deny basic human rights such as
detention without trial under the ISA."

WHY NON-MALAYS KEEPING
QUIET
LATIF KAMALUDDIN {Academic): " Of
course it is a good thing to remove the legal immunity
of the rulers. But an equally important question to ask
and answer is, why now?
To my mind the real tussle is over the economic
cake. And the UMNO political elites arc especially
concerned that the rulers have acquired, and are continuing to demand, an increasingly larger piece of the
cake. This cats into the UMNO political e lites' share.
This is the bottom of it all.
I am also concerned with how the issue is being
played out. Dr Mahathir seems to have taken on the
issue as a personal crusade.
The rulers, on the other hand, don't appear to
address the issue publicly. Perhaps this is to avoid
admitting guilt, even if indirectly, to aJI the charges
and criticisms raised.
It is also "ticklish" to note that the non-Malays
are keeping so quiet."

WE GET THE GOVERNMENT
WE DESERVE
SHAKUNTALA SHARMA (Woman lawyer):
" Of course, I support the amendments. For one thing,
the Constitution provides for equality for all before
the law. On the other hand you have this article that
says that rutcrs cannot be dragged before the law. So
which is more important? As far as I'm concerned,
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equality for all is more important ... it is time we plug
up this loophole in the Constitution.
As you may know, the Bar has convened an EGM
to discuss the editorial stand (in Insaf). (Incidentally,
M<> Shanna is the seconder to the motion). Every
other lawyer I have spoken to is in favour of the
amendments ... they are quite angry at the Bar
Council's stand. The Bar Council had no right to
colour us with their personal view without establishing it first with the general body of the Bar.
As far as the Rulers'commercial activities go, one
would be blind not to know anything. Their involvement in the business world is clear for all to see - in
the business pages, annual reports, directorships of
public listed companies. As for criminal acts and
moral conduct, there have been so many rumours that
one must be deaf not to know.
If anything else, the amendments should have
been done earlier ... but better late than never. In fact,
if Dr Mahathir carries this off. I am willing to forgive
him for all his other misdeeds. He will certainly go
down in history on this issue.
I am not worried about the executive growing
even more powerful after this. The ultimate check
and balance lies in us, not the Royalty or even in the
ideal situation, the judiciary. We put the government
there so we get the government we deserve."

RULERS NEVER PLAYED THE
ROLE OF CHECK AND
BALANCE
K VEERIAH (Unionist): "I'm in favour of the
amendments. No man is special and all should be
treated equally. Worse still , the Royalty has used the
immunity they enjoy against the common people.
And who gave them this right? It is us. It is a good
thing that the papers are exposing all their wrongdoings. Their activities, no matter how henious, used to
be taboo.
The Royals should realise that the people have
given their verdict. We were the ones who gave them
- through the government -all those privileges which
they have abused.
As for the apprehension expressed by some
groups that the amendments will mean that we shall
lose an important means of check and balance on the
Exec utive, all I can say is that the Royalty as an
institution never ever met that role in the slightest
way. They have never exerted that important power
and right of theirs in terms of legislation. Thus, we

are not losing much, if anything at all with the amendments. In fact, we have everything to gain. We should
also start questioning the goings- on of our political
leaders.

QUESTIONING SHOULD BE
EXTENDED TO POLITICAL
LEADERS
DR GOH BAN LEE (Academician-cumpolitician): "I have never believed in concentrating
power in the hands of a few. Anything that involves
the diffusion of power has my support.
Basically. I see the amendments as a move to take
away the immunity to do wrong things. Nobody
should have the immunity to do wrong things as
defined by the law. It should apply to everyone in·cluding the blue-blooded.
I am optimistic. I believe that with this issue, we
may begin to see a more transparent administration
and government. It has made people more aware of
their right to question. Hopefully. this "questioning"
will extend to the activities of our political leaders.
After all, nowhere in the law is it stated that the
executive has to enjoy immunity against anything."

WHAT ABOUT IMMUNITIES OF
THE ELITES?
PA VANA RA VANA (Teacher) ''I'm really
happy ttlat the immunity of the rulers had been
revoked. This single act, more than anything else, has
vindicated my belief in the notion of equality of all
citizens in the eyes of the law.
Until Parliament acted to breathe life into and
give meaning to Article 8 of the Malaysian Constitution which proclaims the equality of all Malaysians
before the law. I was of the opinion that it was some
meaningless ideal written into the Constitution to
impress the world at large.
Dr Mahathir and his team of players in this bold
episode must be congratulated for being steadfast in
insisting that the rulers not be treated any differently
from the rakyat and that the rulers are just as accountable for their actions as the ordinary citizens are.
It is not unusual to find ourselves in a state of
euphoria when a longstanding grievance which had
been gnawing at our vitals is removed. It is during
such times that we forget reality.
What then is the reality? Are we really convinced
that the principle of equality before the law is now
firmly established in our country? If you are, then it's
time to wake up!
The politicians have been drumming into our ears
that the rulers all this while had been above the law
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as if the actions of the
political elites are within
the law. Let us scrutinize
this fact:
Under the Printing and
Publications Act, the
Minister's decision is
final and this decision
cannot be challenged in a
court of law.
What do you call this?
It is immunity.

"This single act,
more than
anything else,
has vindicated
my belief in the
notion of
equality of all
citizens in the
eyes of the law."
Under the ISA, a
citizen can be locked up
indefinitely without any
recourse to the courts.
What do you call this?
It is immunity.
Under the OSA all our
journalists are gagged and
prevented from carrying
out any investigative journalism.
What do you call this?
It is immunity.
The government has
taken away the right of
hab~as corpus thus denying detainees the right to
challenge his detention in
a court of law.
What do you call this?
It is immunity.
If you take away the
immunities of the rulers
and keep yours, what do
you call this?
HYPOCRISY!".

THE NEW "ROYALS"
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RULERS' CONSENT
REQUIRED?
ALmAN spoke to
an internationally
respected legal
scholar (LS) on the
move to remove the
legal immunity of
the Rulers. The
following are his
views.

AM: What do you think Is the best
way to deal with situations where a
Sultan acts Improperly?
LS: These matters should be dealt with by the state
where the Sultan comes from. The state can have a council
(of notables) that has the power to remove a Sultan who
misbehaves. as for instance exists in Terengganu. Otherwise these matters are best dealt with by the Conference of
Rulers.

AM: What do you see as some of the
implications of removing the legal
immunity of the Rulers?

LS: By making the Sultans subject to the common law.
the federal government, which detem1ines the laws and its enforcement, gains power over
the Sultans. The possibility thus arises of non-Malays having some leverage over the
Sultans. The non-Malays are after all represented in the government. But this is a very
sensitive matter for the Malays. The monarchaes are a part of our tradition and the
institution symbolises the primary position of the Malays in our system.

AM: Should the ordinary courts be used as a check on
misbehaviour of the Sultans?
LS: Even if the law allowed prosecution of a Sultan. would anybody dare to prosecute
the Sultan? Such a system may well turn out to be ineffective in practice.

AM: Would the removal of the legal immunity of the
Sultans require the consent of the Conference of
Rulers?
LS: Most certainly. The Constitution is qui!e explicit that any measure which affects
the position of the Rulers requires the agreement of the Conference of Rulers. This is not
just a matter of passing laws that may in the end come into effect without the approval of
t~e Agong. This is a Constitutional matter on which agreement of the Rulers is required.

AM: Would removing the legal immunity of Sultans
erode the monarchial system?
LS: Arguably ,these are steps towards becoming a Republic. Maybe not at once ... but
it can be seen as a step in that direction. Of course, the Executive denies they have any
intention of removing the monarchial system; but these are the same leaders who a few
years back: said they were not undermining the independence of the judiciary while they
sacked a perfectly fit Lord President and other Supreme Court judges. •
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL CRISIS
& DEMOCRACY
Limited Copies A val/able!
There was a constitutional crisis in 1983. This crisis was
related to the goverrunent's attempt to amend Article 66
and 150 of the Malaysian Constitution.
This crisis resulted in a confrontation between the Rulers
andUMNO.
The amendment to Article 66, which was passed by Parliament overriding the many protests by various groups, has
a direct bearing to the present confrontation between the
Rulers and the Government.

It is this amendment which enables a Bill to be deemed as
having been asserted to with or without the Royal signature.
In the 1983 constitutional crisis Aliran played a leading
role. Its views and comments are contained in a pamphlet
it produced for sale then entitled:

THE CONSTITUTIONAL CRISIS
& DEMOCRACY
Limited copies of this pamphlet - 50 to be exact - are
available at RM 1.00 per copy (inclusive of postage) on a
first come frrst served basis.
Some highlights from the pamphlet

• ALIRAN hopes that both the government
leadership and Rulers will exercise wisdom and
maturity in this crisis. This is not a time for harsh
words or reckless actions. The supreme
consideration for both parties should be the
strengthening of the democratic system.
• But then a legal solution is also, in a sense, a
temporary way out. ln the end, we will have to
address ourselves to the rea/task- the task of
formulating a truly just and democratic constitution.
• The constitutional crisis is not a conflict confined
to UMNO and the Rulers.
• It is the age-old battle between two groups that
want power for themselves ... it has nothing to do
with the universal values offreedom, justice,
equality and unity.
• The monarchs themselves derive their privileges
and prerogatives from the people. It would be
derogatory to the rights of the people if
Constitutional Rulers can initiate, modify or
abrogate legislation.
• The Dewan Negara chose to confirm its public

image ofa mere 'rubber-stamp'.
• The royal assent is necessary to complete the
legislative process.
• The failure to observe obvious distinctions
between the party's role and governmental
processes is what subverts the democratic system in
the long run.

REFLECTIONS
ON THE
MALAYSIAN
CONSTITUTION
An A/Iran Publication
A MUST for all thinking, caring and
feeling Malaysians

T h e topics addressed
include the Historical Background, the Role
of the Monarchy, the Role of the Judiciary, the
Role of Parliament, the Role of the Executive.
State and Federal Relations, the Rule of Law,
Fundamental Liberties, the Ethnic Dimension.
Islam in the Constitution , and An Overview.
This volume also contains an important
speech by Tunku Abdul Rahman, the first
Prime Minister of Malaysia as well as the
Citation for the Tunku who was awarded the
outstanding
Malaysian
Award
1987,
presented by Persatuan Aliran.

The contributors to this volume
comprise prominent legal experts,
leaders ofpolitical parties and public
interest societies, journalists and
scholars.
It is hoped that this book will be of much
interest to those in power and those not in
power, to specialists and laymen, and to all
concerned citizens of Malaysia as well as foreigners interested in Malaysian issues.

Usual Price: RM12.00
Now Available: RM10.00
HURRY/ OFFER VALID WHILE
STOCKS LAST

(Please see page 36 for order f orm)
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INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
veto cuts against the grain of
democratic practice.
Instead of continuing with the
present system, Security Council
membership should be based
t is significant that in the curIf the real purpose of reformupon population and regional reprent session of the United Naing the Security Council is to enresentation.
Each region of the
tions General Assembly, a
sure that the UN's most powerful
world
should
be given a certain
number of national leaders have
organ becomes truly democratic,
number
of
seats
determined by its
then we have no choice but to
called for the refonn of the UN
total
population.
Thus East Asia
Security Council. Some have
eliminate permanent membership
(comprising
.
China,
Mongolia,
proposed the expansion of the
and the veto. For permanent memJapan
and
the
two
Koreas)
will
Security Council to increase the
bership creates a special class of
have
more
scats
than
Europe
or
number of pennanent members.
nation-states within the UN sysNorth America. Since the more
They would like Gennany and
tem with greater say over
populous regions would be more
Japan, India and Indonesia. even
decision-making processes than
strongly represented, the Security
Br:uil and Egypt to be made perothers. This negates the principle
Council will be democratically
manent members but without the
of equality which is essential to
representative of the people of the
veto power. Others have sugdemocratic participation.
world. To ensure fairness, each
gested that certain econo mic suSimilarly, the veto makes a
state
within a region should be
perpowers like Gennany and
mockery of the whole concept and
given
the opportunity, on a rotaJapan be given the veto. Yet
practice of voting. By attaching
tional
basis, to occupy one of the
others are of the view that Europe
extraordinary weight to the vote
seats
allocated
to the region.
as a whole should have only one of 5 permanent members, it
However,
refonn of the
renders meaningless the principle
permanent representative with
Security
Council
alone will not
of 'one nation, one vote'. Indeed,
veto power on the Council. A few
a
more
de mocratic
bring
about
have come out boldly to say that
a veto can -as it often has- nullify
UN.
What
is
more
import3nt
is
a
majority
decision
of
the
Security
both permanent membersh ip and
refonn
of
the
General
Assembly.
Council.
It
shows
how
much
the
the veto should be abolished.
The Assembly - unlike the Council - has
representatives from
all member-states. It
is, in that sense, a
more
democratic
forum . This is why it
should be endowed
with more powers
than the Council. To
strengthen
the
General Assembly is
to
strengthen
de mocracy within the
UN.
Only the Assembly,
fo r
instance ,
should have the right
to sanction the use of
force against a member-state on behalf of
the UN. Even other
The United Nations Security Council passes the controversial Resolution 678 sanctioning
forms of penalties
military bombardment of Iraq.
against
memberstates, or other actors

UN Reforin

I
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in the international arena, who
have violated the UN Charter,
should have the approvaJ of the
Assembly. It is only the Assembly
that can order a trade embargo or
demand that compensation be
paid to the victims of aggression.
A truly effective GeneraJ Assembly should have the sort of
power and authority which the
UN presently lacks. It should exercise some control over the
production and sale of all forms of
weapons, especially weapons of
mass destruction. This was a role
for the UN which was talked
about in some circles in the early
years of the world body. The Assembly should also be equipped
with the authority to direct global
economic institutions like the
World Bank, the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the
General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT). Again, there
were attempts in the past to get the
UN to play a more effective role
in global economic management.
Indeed, there is no reason why
a democratically strong General
Assembly cannot play a bigger
and more important role in other
areas too, including information,
culture, education, science, technology, etc. Of course for the Assembly to undertake such tasks, it
may have to establish standing
committees which, in tum. will
work closely with various UN
agencies.
Even the Assembly's relationship with the Security Council
wiiJ have to change. The Security
Council will in theory and practice be subordinate to the General
Assembly, mainly implementing
decisions made by the latter. The
Security Council, properly speaking, will become the Executive
Council of the General Assembly.
Together with the SecretaryGeneral, it will carry out the will
of the Assembly.
Just as the Security Council
and the General Assembly have to
be reformed, so should we affect

About JUST
UST is an international citizens organisation seeking to
promote global awareness and action lcadin1 to human dipity
and social justice auided by aspiritual and moral vision of life
and living.

J

The JUST CAUSE
Action
Feel free to reproduce this commentary in your publication with
the usual acknowledgements. We would appreciate a copy for our
file. U you do not have access to a publication, please make copies
of this commentary and distribute them to your friends.
For further inform<ltion on JUST. write to

Dr Chandra MMZA/far,
Dvtttor, Just World Trust (JUST),
PO Box448,
10160 PtiiDIIf, Malo]siJJ.
Fax: (60-4) 629 448.

changes to the Intemation<ll Court
of Justice or the World Coun. As
the judicial arm of the UN, the
structure and composition of the
World Court should be reviewed
so that it is not dominated by certain powerful interests. Most important, its decisions should be
legally binding upon the party or
parties concerned. Mechanisms
should be established to ensure
that the decisions of the World
Court are re..dily enforced.
It goes without saying that
s uch far-reaching reforms cannot
be accomplished in the foreseeable future . The United States
which dominates the UN, and its
Western allies, notably Britain
and France, will not allow any
fundamental restructuring of the
UN system. They will fight any
attempt to make the Security
Council representative or the
General Assembly effective. It is
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one of the supreme ironies of our
time that the nations which
pretend to be the greatest champions of democracy on earth are
totally
opposed
to
the
democratisation of the UN. Their
antipathy
towards
the
democratisation of the UN shows
their true colours.
There are, however, a few
citizens groups in the United
States, Britain and France whO
believe in the democratisation of
the UN. They, and their counterparts in the South, should work
together to achieve their common
goal of a democratic UN within a
democratic international system.
Without a democratic UN
there can be no just world.

Extracted from
JUST ComttUnlllry No 11
November 1992

Auditor-General must get so
worked up over this p:ut. Far more
potty and more costly projects have
been approved, implemented and
abandoned with even less
forethought.
They also came up wilh another
ludicrous justification: lhe animals
would be kept for breeding
purposes to serve as a source of
meat as well as to prevent them
frum becoming extinct. Actually
this doomed project was initiated

WILD IDEAS
More than 100 animals and
birds died for a worthy political
cause several years ago, we read (in
between !he lines) in the newsp.1pcr
recently. The animals, some of
which were s::Ud to be very exotic,
were bought by lhe government for
RM6 million (that's OUR money,
by the way) wilh the aim of setting
up a wildlife sanctuary in an isl111d
off Pulau Langkawi. A total of 435
animals and 70 pairs of birds were
brought to this isl:u1d in the sun
from goodness knows where.
But the animals, instead of
finding a sanctuary far away from
greedy poachers and hunters. found
themselves in a living hell. It seems
the animals and birds, for re<lSOOS
best known to Ministry of
Agriculture offiCials, were sent to a
cauJe breeding fann and a poultry
breeding centre. One would lhink
that oW' civil servants would be able
to tell that wildlife is vastly different
from cattle.
This fiasco of lhe ministry has
come to incur the displeasure of the
Auditor-Genernl who also pointed
out another mysterious aspect of
this nincompoop of a scheme. It

seems the Ministry, to justify
spending so much of our money on
the ill-conceived scheme. claimed
that the animals and bird~ would not
only be used to st:ut a wildlife
sanctuary park in Pulau Singa Bcsar
for towism purposes. but also be a
research centre.
The Auditor-Gener.tl was also
cheesed-off that no comprehensive
feasibility study was even carried
out to determine whether the
Langkawi environs was suitable for
a project costing such a bomb.
Frankly. I don't see why the
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by the Ministry of Science,
Technology and Environment. The
ministry found all this wildlife a bit
of a h:mdful (de~-pite its experience
in dealing with an even wilder
bunch in P..u-liamcnt), particularly
when 119 animals and three birds
dropped dead at their feet within 14
days of delivery.
Thus, they were greatly relieved
when told in 1988 that they could
dump everything onto the
agriculture people who must have
lhought they were getting a nice
herd of cattle. The newspaper
report, however, caught the
attention of many people not
because of the dead animals
(knowing how little most
Malaysians care about animals, and
I do not mean only the political
type), but because it was the fJISt
time th:lt they were hearing of such
a sanctuary park in Langkawi.
And
why
has
the
Malaysian-in-the-street been
largely in the dark about this? One
reason is that this ridiculously
ambitious, and may I say silly, idea
of a multi-million-ringgit animal
playground was never really meant
for us common taxpayers. Those in
the know say it was mooted solely
to tickle the fancies of the
Commonwealth leaders then
converging onto this island-inMahathir's-hcimcstatc.
How else could so much have
been approved so hastily and so
foolishly. It would also create the
impression
among
the

Commonwealth leaders that
Malaysia is an earthly paradise
where animals roam free and
without fear. It is not known how
much the Commonwealth bigwigs
saw of the half-dead animals. but
one thing's for l>"UJ'C. The animals
probably wished they had never set
eyes on the men from the ministry.
It must have been like staring death
in the face.
As for the men from the
ministry, they should stick to the
sort ofanimals they know best • the
sort that can lake ahuse and bribes
without any qualms or risk of
dropping dead. Those are the real
animals in the new law of the jungle
that some of us will probably never
adjustiO.

•••
HIGHWAY
ROBBERY
The opposition calls it highway
robbery and we c:umot but agree.
The government recently agreed to
:illow UE-PLUS to increase toll
charges along the North-South
Highway from .S sen per km to 7.5
sen per km. UE-PLUS's grounds
for the increac;e i.'> that the cost of
conslruction has gone up (and the
North-South Highway is not even
halfway completed), an argument
many find ridiculous because a big
oulfitlike UE-PLUS ought to have
taken that into considcmtion when
they look on the project. But then
again, why should we expect it of
UE-PLUS -the fmn had never built
an inch of road when they wem
awarded the project.
The view of 11\(Y-)1 consumers is
that UE-PLUS had originally
submilled an unrealistically
low-priced proposal - thrifty
construction costs and low toll
charges - 10 ju~1ify awarding the
project to them. knowing full well
that "adjustments" could be made

later on. Consumers could hardly be
blamed for thinking the way they do
since the very such adjustments are
indeed being made now.

•••
ROYAL
ENTERTAINMENT
Wh.'ltcvcr our fonncr colonial
masters can do, we can do better.
That seems to be what the royalty
has been trying to tell us
commoners all these years. For
ages, many Malaysians (of the
banana types - yellow outside,
white inside) have this notion that
the British royalty were so much
more entertaining than our
homegrown ones. Needless to say.
most of these bananas have
changed their minds in view of the
past few weeks of events involving
the ruyalt y.
Those who have taken to
exposing the excesses of our
v:uious royal houses arc doing a
damn good job whatever their
motive may be. We have been
tantalized with one story after
another ol the alleged royal abuse
of privileges. It has almost made the
news worth reading and watching
again - roy-.11 Ali-Babas, Oeeto; of
posh cars, vacation bungalows.
timber concessions. business
ventures, millions of ringgit ~•pent
running royal households (and
horses)
seemingly
inconsequential events except by
the way they arc done - by-passing
or ignoring the rules.
The sultans. it is said, arc
trembling in their royal underwear
for it is clear that whoever is
exposing them is doing so in a very
well-planned way - st:lh! by state,
excesses by excesses. Royal
households exposed so far include
those fromJohor,P..thangandNegri
Sembitan and the ex~ revealed
thus far. ~y those in the know, is
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but the tip of the royal iceberg.

More lies beneath the water.
At the same time, one cannot
help but note how selective those in
power have been in exposing the
wrongdoers and wrongdoings. If
you are their pals. do as they say and
are generally useful to their
purpose, then you can get away
with even murder - and that say
some is a fact (ask anyone, even a
caddy). But once you are deemed to
have stepped out of line or have lost
your utility, then il'> time 10 start
peering ·over your shoulder, or
better stiU, look for a good auomcy.
Many ex-politicians who have
fallen out of favour with the
leadership have often found
themselves at the same deep end usually the object of some
embarrassing investigation. As we
can see, those in power also enjoy
their own sortof"immunity" which
is not very different from that
enjoyed by the royalty. Such
"immunity" has protected
numerous politicians from being
declared bankrupt, from being
prosecuted for a variety of crimes.
from being exposed in the news.
But far more provoking, is the
thought that if the royalty can get
away with that much. what more
those who are in real power • the
political hotshoLo;. Surely there must
be more than a dozen political
fatcats whose holiday bungalows
have polluted our sea or eroded our
hills. And there must defmitely be
more th.'lll a dozen in East Malaysia
alone who must be directly
involved in logging. And God
knows how many who have a finger
or both h:mds in business. While we
may appreciate the present
exposure of royal abuses of power.
we caru10t help concluding that this
is a classic case of the pot calling the
kettle black.
One more thing, some of our
MPs may allegedly be
nincompoops
or
ncar-nincompoops. But they would

make very competent kompang
players as evident by the
thunderous table-thumping "hen
Dr M r.lfTiblcd on in order to table
the controversi:ll amendment bill.
Their thumping had rhythm, timing
and feeling. If only they would tlke
to their duties as MPs in the same
manner. Or am I giving them too
much credit, since empty vessels
also make the mo::;t noise.

•••
NO DOUBLE
STANDARDS
PLEASE
Fi11:11ly, the govenuncnt seems
commiued to do something :about
the traffic congestion in Kuala
Lumpur. The proposals thus far
sounds controversial and would
involve
a
much
less
individual-oriented way of
travelling for those so used to
zooming about in their own
vehicles. One of these proposals
ciDJs for Car-users 10 I~IVC their
vehicles at a certain limit from the
city centre :u1d to proceed by public
lr.tru."POrt. TI1c Prime Minister said
it is about time tl~at Malaysians
accept such concepts. He s.aid: "Tile
notion that they should always
drive themselves to the front doors
of their offices and other buildings
should be discarded." Our hearts
are with him on this. eltcept wiU this
new wny of commuting apply to
all? As most of us are ;aware. there
always seem to be two sets of rules
in life and the «.."'Catr:ldictions could
not be more apparent than in our
own counlly. I am talking about the
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frustrations that so m:any of us ll:lve
encountered because there is one
set of rules that :~pply to ordinary
folks like us and another set for the
elite.
lf commoners like us have to
banish the practice of driving right
to our pl'lces of wort.:. then the rich.
famous and powerful should do
likewise. Anyone crawling through
the clogged arteries of Kuala
Lumpur would naice the numerous
limousines filled with only one
driver :u1d a bigshot at the back.
TI1esc arc the ones who expect to
cruise through the city and be
deposited at the doorstep of their
offices. I c:u1't for the life of me see
these p:unpcrcd. pompous higshot<;
going by one set of rules. Can you?

•••
TO BE OR NOT TO
BE
The Wise One of Singapore W.L'i
recently heard complaining that
Singaporeans were getting soft,
afraid to t~lkc risks and preferring a
::;ul:uied eltistcncc. The Wise One
wamed that if this continuctl, that if
Singaporeans did not venture to
invest overseas. the island state
would be Ull:lble to pros')'lCrand may
eventually lose out to other aspiring
tigers such as Malaysia and
Th:~il:~nd.
Singaporean
professionals and entrepreneurs
were passive. preferring to s1:ay put
rather than t;lke risks th.1t would call
for sacrifices and ·...·hich might incur
los.-;cs.
Obviously. the Wise One thinks
th:.at the isl:u1d's citizens arc tuming
into sis.-;ies and scaredy cats. Which
leads one to wonder whether the
Wise One really deserves the title.
How can one possibly eltpect
Singaporeans to elthibit the !iUITlC
sort of independence and dare as
say a Hongky, South Korean or
Taiwanese after spending their
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lives being bossed around by the
state'? Their lives ll:lve been so
dictated (openly and less openly) by
the state that they ll:lve become
domesticati!d animals, unable to
hunt or survive in less than friendly
environments.
They are told when to get
married, how many children to
have, not to chew gum or Sll'IOke,
what to read, how to flush toilets;
even their weight i~ under scrutiny
by the state. And the times when the
individual has darOO to speak up in
an independent manner, they ll:lve
been reprimanded, victimised and
reportedly even arrested under the
lntern;ll Security Act. So why
should any of them bother to show
any initiative, sense of adventure,
daring or independence in
thinking? Such behaviour, they
have seen more than once, only
leads to big trouble.
Poor Singaporeans. They must
be among the most confused people
in these parts. Farst they are told not
to do thi'i but that: and not to be that
but this. So are they to be or not to
be: to do or not to do; or is it this or
is ittll:lt'? Wouldn'tyou be confused
too'! I am.

•••
BALL-CARRYING
ON THE FAIRWAY
Only fk11 too long ago, your
average
good-for-noth i ng
politician would be more than
thrilled to cut the inevitable ribbon
:11 yet another new housing scheme
or yet another community hall.
Times have changed though.
Now-.Kiays they would much prefer
to be offaciatingat some swank golf
courses of which there seems to be
an endless string. Golf is the game
to pick for those who wish to rub
shoulders with the weU-hcciCd and
the well-connected for the game has
support from people as high up as

Ghafar Baba :llld his son Tamrin
who aJlllC3fS to be the brains (brains
as in scheming) behind MARA's
controversial investment in golf
club memberships.
In Sclangor, soon to be known
as the Golf State, there seems to be
an unlimited supply of l:md for golf
courses but my~1criously none for
public amenities like playgrounds,
parks or lowcOSI housing. Some
golfpromoters;,eeven introducing
36-hole fairways which means that
one can virtually spend the whole
day doing little else but hitting a
little OOll all over the pl1Ce. TI1e
game has sp:uted off an entire
support industry of its own lawnmowers, c:1ddying. sports
shops, tournament organising :md
what-not
Another side industry that
seems to have blossomed with the
golf mania is that of
"ball-canying", a pr.x:tice that has
lillle 10 do with a golf ball. The
fairway. it seems. is one of the most
conducive places for subordinates
10 tripod their superiors. for minor
politicians to lxxlek bigtime
politici:lns and so on. Gruvellers. I
am sure, must be quite delirious
with the introduction of 36-holc
courses. While they had only 18
holes to accomplish their
boot-licking previously. they now
can take their time over 36 holes.
minus the ones in their heads.

•••
DEFECTIVE WAKIL
RAKYATS
It was reponed recently th.1t the
Ministry of HeaJth is compiling a
report on the medical rockground
of foreign workers to screen them
for Aids and other contagious
diseases. The Deputy Health
Minister said :11 bst one-third of
such workers are believed to be
infected with Aid-; and malaria. If

only we could do the same for our
politicians. that is. screen them for
mental defects such as the tendency
to mouth foul words in fonnal
~'UJTOUndings such as Parliament.
tendency to corruption, latent
desires for unbridled power. and so
on. Only those with a clean bill of
mental health ought to sbnd for
election.
There have been innumerable
occasionswhenoutwardlyniceand
clean young men and women have
tumcd into power-crazy and bribe-
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driven monsters after only a
years in power. 0n other occagons.
those whom we thought would
have at least some common sense
in reprc::Cnting our interests tuJ'8Cd
out to be nitwiL-;. OUtcrs who had
seemed so motivated and diligent
during c:unp:ugns arc actually· so
lazy and useless U~lt we are quite
glad not to sec even their shadow
from the day they win the seat.
And there arc those for whom
we had voted because they had
struck us as so humble and likeable
but in no time at all. turned
unbelievably arrogant and vain
after xquiring the title of Y:mg
Berhormat. And of course. who
docs not know of wakil ral..y.lts who
spout democracy. freedom and
justi~:e when they arc trying to win
us. but delete such concepts from
their hearts and minds wilhout the
slightest hesibtion once they arc
safely seated in P..1rliament. One
wonders what it is about our
political system that turns ordin.'U)'
men and women into monsters.
Such evil transformations. it
must be stressed, applies to
candidates from the ruling party as
well as the opposition. Surely
someone can come up with a way
for us ll()( to w.lSte our precious
votes. Or do we have to go on being
deceived indcfmitely.

•••
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THEIR nTLES
Those without titles (the
alphabets that come with a pice.
they say) fret while those with titles
also fret. It seems that the
multi-titled are facing problems at
~ffJCial fWtCtions when it is WlSUI'C
whether the federal or stlle honours
ought to be mentioned fiJ'Sl. Some
parochial sutes think that SUte
honours. although it may just be a
lowly Dalok compared to a less
lowly Tan Sri title from the federal
government. ought kl come firsL
This GREAT Dn..EMMA wa.
the subject of some considetable
debate at a recent Johor state
assembly. One would think that
these chaps had more relevant
things to discuss. what with its
residents being inund.'ltcd by floods
and news reports that the stile ~ 
the mosa nwnber oC girts below 18
y~ am:sted for vice activities.
And all they can think about is what
title to wear first. Truly, our
politicians are unbelieveably petty
and irrclevanl
-NNP-

'What comes from t1u1 Ips f98Ches the ear, what comes from the heart reaches the heatt • -Arab Proverb

HEART TO HEART

Christ~nas

Is For

Caring And Sharing
A~nongAII
HENRYLOH
n Christmas day as with
most other Christians I
joined in the celebration
of the occasion with friends and
relatives - good food and drinks
were the order of the day. In fact
the celebrations started the night
before with a sumptuous dinner of
roast beef and turkey. Thereafter
there was carolling, party games,
the exchange of gifts and much
laughter and happiness among all
who were present
No one could possibly deny
the significance of the joyous occasion as old friends and relatives
met up once again and recalled
with nostalgia memories of the
good old days.
I believe that to a large extent
the description above is fairly
typical of the way Christmas is
celebrated in Malaysia. In fact
merry-making accompanies almost all the joyous festivals in
Malaysia, be it Hari Raya Puasa,
Chinese New Year or Deepavali.
However, Christmas as with
the other occasions mentioned
certainly has much more significance than simply sharing
good food, fun and laughter with
friends and loved ones.
A tragic incident which happened on 24.12.92 provided me
with a deeper insight of the meaning of Christmas.
On Christmas eve at around
six thirty in the morning two
bulldozers with the support of
hundreds of police and city coun-

0

cil personnel demolished the
homes of two settler families who
lived at Kampung Seri Sentosa,
Kuala Lumpur.
The festive occasion of
Christmas is a season of goodwill
when all are asked to spread peace
and love, to share and care for one
another. The action of the
authorities was however cruel,
heartless and absolutely without
compassion.
It was the third time that their
homes were razed to the ground in
the last two years.
The development company,
Bedford Bhd., which bought the
land on which the settler's homes
are located have not offered
reasonable compensation to the
two families living there. Consequently the two families are
adamant about fighting for their
rights to adequate compensation
and have refused to move.
Of great significance especially for multi-ethnic Malaysia is the
fact that the two families concerned, are respectively ethnic
Malays and Chinese.
Sulaiman and Chew, and their
respective nuclear families have
lived at Kampung Seri Sentosa for
close to twenty years. It is most
heartwarming to observe the
unity, cooperation and steadfastness that exist between these two
families.
Faced
with
the
heavy
onslaught of extreme pressure
from the developer to move out,
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these two families have readily
and willingly linked arms without
giving a thought to their different
ethnic and religious backgrounds.
Just observing the behaviour of
these two families - one can clearly see that ethnic bias and
prejudice hardly ever rears its
ugly head among them. .
On the evening of 25.12.92,
when I visited the two families,
they together with friends from
other settler communities were
busy erecting two new houses to
replace the demolished ones.
To me the action of rebuilding
the houses was not an act of stubbornness or defiance but rather it
was a conscious assertion of a
well-earned right
Leaving that aside the obvious
atmosphere of care and concern
among the settlers touched me
deeply. They willingly gave their
time and energy to help their compatriots who were in need.
There were many people there
but the sight of a pregnant Malay
woman working with a hammer
and nails to help rebuild the house
of a Chinese family served
specifically to drive home the
point to me as to what Christmas
is truly about
It is about showing genuine
concern for one's neighbour who
is in need without any regard to
race, religion or creed. It is an
unselfish giving of one self, a
willingness to stand up for what is
right and to transform concern
into concrete action.
It is certainly not just the exchange of expensive gifts or simply merry-making. I therefore must
thank the people of Kampung Seri
Sentosa and all their friends for
showing and sharing with me
their
genuine
'spirit
of
Christmas'. •

RELIGION

ISLAMISATION OF STATE AND
SOCIETY
CHANGE IN SUBSTANCE OR CHANGE IN
STRUCTURE?
In past issues we have
carried several exchanges
about the hudud laws and
about the Islamisation
process in Malaysia more
generally. In this article
Dr MUHAMMAD
SYUKRI SALLEH and
SITIHAYATI
ABDULLAH, lecturers in
the School of Social
Sciences, Universiti Sains
Malaysia, present their
views on the issues. They
are critical of lslamisation
via the introduction of
particular Islamic
institutions and values
into the existing
materialistic society as
well as that which
"imposes" hudud laws into
a people who do not yet
understand fully the
Islamic way of life. For
them lslamisation must
first begin from within the
individual self.
ur contention in this paper
is related to the questions
of substance and structure
in religion. To derive an Islamic
state what should change: change

O

in substance without change in
structure, change in struct~re
without change in substance, or a
change in both.
One can hardly deny the emergence of an increasing awareness
of Islam in almost all parts of the
world. Amongst other things, the
increasing discussions on Islam,
the more serious realisation of its
doctrines, and the establishment
of many Islamic movements and
organisations are clear manisfestations of this awareness. Irrespective of perspectives and
methodologies used in the understanding, reviving and practising
of Islam, such a development certainly reflects :m emergence of a
deep interest in a religion that was
long ignored.
As a result of this new consciousness there has also arisen a
desire among Muslims to Islamise
everything that is considered
'Unlslamic'.
The . term
'Islamisation' suggests a process
of 'converting' (in Malay, literally memual/ajkan) unlslamic
beings - be it a particular aspect
or total system of life - into Islam.
The assumption held is clear: the
existing aspects and systems of
life are unislamic and therefore
must be transformed so as to be in
line with Quranic doctrines and
the teachings of the Prophet
Muhammad SAW.
What is Islamisation? To us it
basically means the reviving of an
awareness that each human being
is a creation of the Higher Divine
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Power. As such, whatever is in
and about him/her has an accountability in all aspects to this
Creator; and the Creator is the
One who knows what is best for
the whole creation. Although a
servant of the Creator, this does
not mean that man's mental and
intellectual capacity becomes
limited. Reviving the awareness
does not make man static. It is a
dynamic
phenomena
that
provides the impetus to man to put
it into practice in his daily life.
From what has been observed,
the methods oflslamisation differ
from one group to another. Some
insist on Islamising the form but
leave the substance untouched.
Consequently,
it
appears
'Islamic' in appearance but maintains the core of unislamic elements in content. Others, on the
other hand, enthusiastically advocate the Islamisation of the substance, but without transforming
the existing secular framework. It
accommodates 'Islamic' elements in partiality, jusitfying
them with Quranic verses and
Hadith, but done within the
dominant existing secular structure.
The question is, if the substance is to be changed and the
form remains unchanged, can one
determine what substance is to be
changed? If one changes the significant substance, for example,
alleviating the level of faith, will
there not be a corresponding
change in attitude towards the en-

Religious class in China: There is an increasing awareness of Islam in all
parts of the world.

vironment and society? Thus if
such a change takes place, the
form will change.
In both methods, Muslim intellectuals are still unable to escape from the entanglement of
unlslamic elements. There is an
endeavour for an Islamisation of
knowledge, for instance, but this
is done without disassociation
from the dominant Western
methodologies and paradigm. The
analyses,
although
labelled
'Islamic', is done not only
through
the utilisation
of
dominant tools of analysis, but is
within the dominant secular
perspective.
In economics, for example,
these intellectuals would still advocate ideas, objectives and assumptions that emerged from
within the Neo-Classical or Radical approaches. What makes it
different is the presence of their
Quranic and Sunnatic justifications - an ingredient seen as important for the so- called ' Islamic'
economics. There are parallel instances in other fields as well.
In the above perspective the
need to maximise productivity
and to increase income, purchasing power and consumption
remain the main objectives. There
is no redefinition of the basic
philosophy nor of the concepts

and assumptions. The resources
are still considered as limited
while wants are still assumed as
unlimited. Poverty is perceived
by contemporary
economic
theories as undesirable and therefore must be eliminated. In this
so-called 'Islamic' economics, no
attempt is made to understand
why for instance, in early Islam,
there existed the Ahlus-Suffah
who chose to live in poverty and
interestingly, were tolerated by
Rasulullah SAW. But this WaS not
the case all the time. There were
also other poor individuals who
were asked by the Prophet SAW
to go and earn a living. And there
were also the rich like Sayidina
Abdul Rahman bin Auf who
wished to be poor, and the poor
like Sha'laban who wished to be
rich, who were, however not allowed to change their status by the
Prophet SAW. An indepth examination of this Islamic history
would certainly lead to the formulation of a new concept of
poverty, from a genuine Islamic
perspective.
A parallel problem dominates
the question of the Islamisation of
state and society. Islamisation of
state is normally viewed as the
changing of constitutions, laws,
and in some cases, of power. Islamisation of society usually
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refers to the transformation of cultures and values, but merely at
ceremonial and ritualistic levels.
Sometimes it is used as a tool to
achieve the aims of the existing
secular system. The campaign for
an efficient, clean and trustworthy
society in Malaysia is one clear
example. At other times Islamisation is a reaction to the increasing
pressure of rejuvenation in Islam
from various Islamic groups to
discontinue the secularistic system in question.
Under such circumstances, Islamisation neither means a reformation of the existing structure
nor a transformation of the individual into a persqn with strong
faith (iman) and piety (taqwa). Islamisation of the state and society
within this definition would maintain the existing structure and accommodate Islamic elements in
fragmentation. Members of the
society would continue to be ruled
by their unislamic attributes
(mazmumah).

It is obvious that such a
method employs a top-down approach that attempts to assimilate
Islam, in an apologetic manner,
into the existing national structure
and system, without necessarily
changing the members of the
society to committed and practising Muslim individuals. They
might introduce new 'Islamic' institutions such as Islamic Banks,
Islamic
Insurance,
Islamic
Pawnshop and Islamic Universities, but implementation is
within the existing socioeconomic and political structure.
Or, on the other extreme, they
might even implement hudud
laws without initially -educating
the society, let alone revive and
practise comprehensive Islamic
doctrines. As a consequence, instead of protecting an apparently
already good society from a few
disobedient
individuals,
the
hudud laws are inflicted on the
members of the public who are as

yet not guided and able
to understand fully the
Islamic way of life.
When one lslamises
a state by insisting on an
implementation
of
Islam merely at the institutional
and
•
ceremonial level, the
result would be an
'Islamic ' state that
maintains
unlslamic
elements within its sys- - """"''•
tern. "Unslamic ele- _ ,...._.......,
ments" here is taken to
mean unlslamic values.
not whether the society
is made up of muslims
or non-muslims. When
,_
one Islamises a state by tslamisation begins from within the individual aelf, allowing noble attributes to prosper.
developing materialistic tools contained in the
unchanged structure,
ummah . It will graduall y replace
totally Islamised (except for Bank
the result would be an ' Islamic'
the system in both form and strucIslam). In line with the above
state that is strong materially but
ture producing a self-sufficient
reasoning. Muslim financiers and
its people weak spirituall y.
society beneficial to all mankind.
entrepreneurs arc unwillling to
In both cases. the Islamisation
To quote Usta: Ashaari
transfer their assets and cash to
Muhammad, the founder-leader
of the state and society would certhe Islamic Bank, although some
tainly not fulfill what Allah SWT
of Darul Arqam:
recent observations in the
"When the Islamic soul IS
has implied of an Islamic state in
Asiaweek have shown that some
developed through Islamic faith
the Quran: baldatun tayyibatun
bankers such as MBF are willing
warabbun ghafur (territory fair
(iman) and righteous belief
to adopt the Islamic loan and
and happy and a Suslainer much
(aqiduh). physical development
banking system which is being
forgiving) (Saba' 34 :15). (Above
will emerge automatically. But if
sought by both Muslims and
the soul is not Islamised. all the
all, the pseudo-Islamic state and
people of other faiths because of
physical development will take
society will be denied of the blessits practicality and profit sharing
ings promised by Allah SWT.
place unlslamically. The Islamic
system.
faith (iman) never permits human
Allah SWT says: " If the people of
All in all, it is our contention
those communities had but atbeings to stay static. Islam must
that the Islamisation of state and
tained to faith and been conscious
be
realised in the soc1ety. The Issociety must occur both from
of Us, We would indeed have
lamiCummah must work: work to
below, through a bottom-up apopened up for them (all kinds of)
Islamise all aspects of physical
proach, from above, through a
development such as in education,
blessings out of heaven and
top-down approach. Islamisation
earth."} (AI A'raaf7:96).
economy, social hfe. medical
must begin from within the incare, politics and an)thing that we
In both the approaches to Isdividual self, with the implantaneed to live on. And Allah SWT
lamisation discussed above, there
tion of faith (iman ) and piety
will observe and evaluate those
appears to be a reluctance to ac(taqwa) that eliminates evil atworks as worship."
commodate a "total" transformatributes (mazmumah) and allow
This school of thought which
tion of form and substance into an
noble attributes to prosper. This is
infuses
Islamic entity. This may be due to
the human spiritual and
the most important foundation of
ethtcal
values
into materialistic
the fear of the unknown and inan Islamic state and society. From
tense doubt of the viability and
shown not only
progress
has
been
this foundation emerges an Ispracticality of a totally "new" unat the theorelicallevel. It has been
lamic family and society, subtried Islamic system. In Malaysia
practtsed and lhe outcome has
sequently an Islamic state and
for example, the financial institubeen effective.+
eventually a strong Islamic
tions of the country have not been
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HEALTH

Battlefield For The Tobacco War
Faced with a shrinking market in the
West, the tobacco industry is "looking
east" in its plans for expansion and the
creation of new markets. DR B
GUNASEKARAN warns that unless we
take measures to counter this move, it
will threaten the health of millions of
people in this region,
ll sides admit, if not in pu?lic .then ce~tain
ly in private, that smokmg IS the smgle
most important cause of preventable death
and disease today. The World Health Organisation
(WHO) has estimated that more than half the male
population in developing countries smoke compared
with 5% of women. At a WHO Western Pacific
Regional Meeting on Tobacco or Health in November 1987 in Tokyo, attended by representatives from
15 countries in the region, it was emphasized that
heart and circulatory disorders and cancer are the
most common causes of death in Asia. Thus, the
tobacco epidemic is already upon Asia.
A 1988 WHO press release reported that while
tobacco markets are decreasing in western, industrialized countries at the rate of 1% per annum,
tobacco consumption is increasing in developing
countries at an average of 2% per annum. The tobacco industry is looking cast for expansion and creation
of new markets. In the game of capturing the Asian
tobacco market, China is the prize. China is the
largest producer and consumer of cigarettes in the
world. Tobacco from indigenous production has already created a major health problem, with heart
disease, cancer and stroke the commonest causes of
death. There are an estimated 300 mitlion smokers in
China.
The tobacco industry's designs are even in print.
The September 1986 issue of the tobacco industry
journal World Tobacco ran an article entitled "Bright
Future Predicted For Asia Pacific", which stated that
the prospects for the year 2000 were "promising" and
cont.ained headlines such as "Growth Potential" and
"More Smolcrs". The article concluded with the
comment that the most conservative estimation is

A

that sales in Asia will increase by 18% by the year
2000.

ADDICTION AND GREED
The basic factors explain why tobacco causes so
much suffering and early death, and why the trend is
getting worse for most of the world. These factors are
addiction and greed.
Addiction to tobacco has become better understood in recent years. It is a powerful force that often
negates the best intentions of even the most independent, self-reliant and self- disciplined of people.
Good intentions and determined resolutions each
night dissolve in a rcncx puff of smoke in the mom- •
in g.
Despite the statements of the tobacco industry,
free will is not within the power of most smokers. The
window of free will is early in life and exercised in
an atmosphere of little knowledge at a time when
belonging and popularity are far more important than
potential disease or effects that will not show up for
decades.
But there are executives in the tobacco industry
and in the advertising industry who know full well
the price of tobacco addiction. They know the abbreviated life span or some, the family sadness for
many, the unfulfilled dreams and needless suffering
of countless numbers, and yet they deliberately
promote the use of a deadly product. They d~~l~ mak~
the decision to kill for money. to become h1tmen
on a colossal scale. This is tolerated with the explanation that tobacco is a legal product.
or course it is legal - that is not the argument.
When tobacco was found to kill, the battleground
should ~ ave shifted from the legal to the ethical. The
fact tobacco is legal should not lead to another distortion, which is that it can therefore be advertised
and even advertised without regard to truth.
The advertising or medicines requires strict adherence to truth, providing the purchaser with a full
litany of what could go wrong. Tobacco advertising
is held to different standards, where seemingly any
deception is tolerated; implying benefits of health,
vigour and attractiveness is condoned.
Through sponsorship in sport and the arts, the
tobacco industry seeks to present an image of untainted respectability linked to healthy, glamorous,
life-enhancing activities. Sponsorship polishes the
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industry's corporate image. creates goodwill among
the public and makes financially hard-pressed
governments and bodies even more dependent.
Above all, it enables the tobacco companies to get
ro und the ban on advertising cigarettes on television.
All this activity has not gone unnoticed by international health agencies. In January 1986, the WHO
sent out a press release with the foUowing statement
" whereas in most industrialized countries the smoking habit is decreasing and becoming socially less
acceptable, in developing countries it is on the increase, fuelled mainly by intensive and ruthless
promotional campaigns on the part of the transnational tobacco companies". This report adds, "In
most developing countries, unfortunately, the legislative controls and other measures - which in industrialized countries succeed in limiting the use of
tobacco- do not exist or are at best inadequate."

ENORMOUS POWER
But does it matter that Asians smoke? In developing countries today the financial implications of
buying cigarettes are acute. Not only is tobacco consumption costly to the individual, but as the Food and
Agric ulture Organization has stated, "Tobacco gro~
ing is likely to be deleterio us in terms of both pubhc
health and long term national economic interest".
Much indigenous production of tobacco in Asia
is at the stage of being a cottage industry. In contrast,
the powerful and aggressive promotional thrusts of
the multinational tobacco companies, now coordinated on a global basis, with their command of
political inOuence and leverage to open mru:kets for
foreign tobacco products can only lead to an mcrease
in the level of smoking in Asia. Not only does the
tobacco industry have enormous economic power, it
has cultivated its political and social conne-.ctions
astutely over the years.

In their efforts to compensate for the
declining market at home, American
cigarette companies have been exercising
fair trade regulations under Section 301 of
the US Trade Act to pry open Asian
markets that were previously closed to
their products.
Seclion 301 empowers the US Trade
office to investigate any foreign trade
partner who is accused of unfair trade practices. Following such an investigation, the
US trade representative can recommend
that stiff trade sanctions be placed on
specific governments if they re fu sed to
comply with US trade demands.
US trade representatives have been
successful in pursuing an open tobacco
market in Asian countries because refusal
has meant retaliation in the form of US 1m posed trade
penalties.
The US General Accounting Office's May 1990
report on the impact of opening cigarette markets in
targeted countries concluded that there has been.an
increase in cigarette advertisements and promot1on
in Japan , Taiwan and South Korea and a n increase in
the rate of smoking in these countries.
Taken purely as a trJde issue, which the US TrJde
office insists it is, Asian countries are fighting a
losing proposition. For most of us this is n~t
economics but health. Asian doctors care about thetr
people just as much as American doctors care about
Americans. This is an international health problem.
The US Government should cease to use tobacco as
tmde and political leverages.
So what does the future have 111 store? The ring of
defences which has kept the power of the tobacco
industry intact for the past 20 years despite its lethal
products can be broken. The anti tobacco measures
that can be undertaken are:• In addition to the important work of local antismoking education, individually and collectively we
must increase the pressure on pohtic1ans. We must
ensure that each political party has a section in its
manifesto on the control of smokmg.
• Educational measures to prevent children from
picking up the habit and to help sm~kers give up.
• Control of cigarette sales to ch1ldren.
• Fiscal measures including curbs on the illogical
sales of duty- free cigarettes.
.
.
• Encouraging the tobacco industry to d1vers1fy
out of cigarette production.
• Advertising and sponsorship restrictio ns.
• Exploitation of the Third World by the tobacco
industry needs to be addressed.->
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tr:~vel along the same ignominious

LETTERS

path.

FANYEWTENG
KUALA LUMPUR

RULER'S COUNCIL
SHOULD REGULATE
ROYALS

"SOVEREIGNTY OF
THE PEOPLE"
The Prime Minister, the Deputy
Prime Minister :md Parliament as a
whole ought to be congratulated for
their detennination to defend :md
protect the people from the bullying
by some members of the royalty.
History will look back with pride
that on December 10, 1992, Parli:~
ment unanimously voted a motion of
censure against the Sultan of Johore
with regard to his disgraceful ass:~ult
of a Malaysian citizen.
Over the p:!St few days I had
talJced on the subject with 103
Malaysians of both sexes, :~II races
and all walks of life. With the exception of a lady who chose to decline
comment, nil the others expressed
their anger and utter drsrn:~y over the
action of the Sult:lll of Johore.
Many of them s:~rd they felt
humiliated that such a thing could
still happen in Malaysia in the last
decade of the 20th century. All of
them wanted ftrm action to be taken
by the Government, rncluding a constitutionnl amendment to restrict the
immunity given to the Sultans.
Malnysians have not gone
republic:m, but they w:mt their rulers
to conduct themselves with dignity
and self-respect For 1nstance, to
name only a few, the Rnja of Perl is,
the Sultan ofPerak (who is also our
current King), and the Yang di Pertu:m of Negri Sembilan do carry themselves with great dignity, cspecinlly in
their relations with the people.

/

Consigned to the dustbins of history:
Take a lesson from the Shah of Iran.
Mon:~rchs in the modem world
must renlise th~t their constitutional
sovereignty is not above the
sovereignty of the people. Their
legitim:~cy nnd relevance need to be
sust.1ined by the people's sovereignty,
not the other way around. If they
chose to Jose the respect and support
of the people, who are they to be
sovereign over?
It is almost trite to remind ourselves that monarchs in some other
countries who forfeited the trust of
the people had been consigned to the
dustbins of history. The late Sh:~h of
Iran is a pertinent case in point
Some members of some of owroyal households in Malays1:1 would
do well to remember the lesson of the
Sh:lh of Ir:~n 1f they do not w:mt to
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The two alleged hockey incidents
involving the royal house of Johor,
have been escalated almost to the
Stage of a constitutionnl crisis, with
the help of an "all systems go" camp3.lgn on the part of all sections of the
media.
For the p:!St three weeks it h:IS not
been possible to tum on the TV, Ji~ten
to the radio, or read the newspaper,
without being suhjected to some new
development in this deplorable
episode; usually enlarged upon by
some member of the State ur Federal
Government.
If these alleged incidents did indeed take place without any extenuating circunnstances, then it is a mancr
of great sadness and concern. What is
slightly alarming, however, is the implied already guilty tone of these
med1a reports and their "between the
lines" tendency to insinuate a s1milar
disposition on the part of the other
Malaysian royal houses.
Let us not forget t11at while all
people should be equ:~l under the Jaw,
it is nlso a keystone of our legal system, that everyone should be considered innocent -until proven guilty.
Therefore let us save ow- condemnation until the proper process of the
law has been fulfilled.
On the question of the immunity
of the rulers, I am reminded of what
our sergeant-major used to tell us
when we were officer cadets all those
years ago. He said "If :md when you
become officers, when I meet you I
sh:~ll have to salute in your direction .
but don't get carried away, I am not
snlutmg you but rather the rank on
your shoulders",
Although I am not a lawyer, I
suspect that the same principle may
apply in the question of immunity,
th:ltiS, that it is the office of ruler that
is immune and not the individual.

Therefore, if the individual no longer
holds that office, he is no longer
protected by its immunity. If this is indeed the case, I see no reason to
change the constitution regarding immunity, as rulers can always be impeached, should it be alleged that
they are unworthy of holding that
high office.
In the military, when an officer is
charged with an offence of sufficient
gravity, he is brought before a court
marshal, comprising of his fellow officers so that the dignity of Ius rank
would not be compromised and discipline is maintained in the ranks.
In the case of the rulers, would it
not be possible to set up a court of
their peers, consisting of the Council
of Rulers, with advice in legal matters
being provided by the judiciary - so
that the dignity and prestige of their
position would be maintained.

SAIJASTREL
KUANFAN

"SEMANGAT
LEADER, A REAL
LET DOWN"
Semangat 46 President Tengku
Razaleigh Hamzah has disappoint~!<!
the rakyat with his stand against the
move to strip the Rulers of their immunity by amending the Federal Constitution. In Johor we are dealing with

Can Tengku Razaleigh ensure the
aalety of the rakyat from the
excesses commited by the Johor
royalty?

Royalties most of whom are very sick
and misbehave themselves. They are
allegedly guilty of murder, intimidation, rape, molest, assault and banishing citizens from the State. Perhaps it
is not the Kelantan prince's kin who
has been assaulted or murdered.
Nobody must be above the law.
The whole country knows that
Gomez. who was allegedly assaulted
by the Sultan of Johor, was only a
scapegoat to the numerous incidents
that has happened to the citizens by
some Royalties. The Johor Military
Force (JMR) are but licenced thugs
who act at the whims and fancies of
the Royalties.
What guarantee can Tengku
Razaleigh Hamzah give the rakyat
that such dogmatic incidences will
never recur in Johor or any other
State?

"MIC RAJINIKANT'
JOHOR

SPECIAL COURT
FOR MONARCHY
UNNECESSARY
The proposal by Kelantan Deputy
Menteri Besar Abdul Halim Abdul
Rahman for a special court to try
rulers is ridiculous because a crime
perpetrated by any Sultan say, in killing or assaulting a person, would not
be a special crime.
A crime is a crime and human
beings regardless of their status
should be tried like others in an ordinary court of law, for the sake of justice and democracy.
The stand taken by Semangat 46
goes against the principles of equality
in upholding human dignity. The poor
and the helpless could be the next victuns of irresponsible individuals in
the future if the move to remove the
immunity of the Malay rulers through
amending the Federal Constitution
does not materialise.
The constitutional monarchy system exists because of the support of
the people. Therefore the legitimate
right of the people to be heard should
be respected.
I congratulate our Prime Minister
Dr Mahathir Mohamad for his
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courageous stand in this matter in
upholding the rule of law.

RONAW AIL BENJAMIN
J OSEPH
JPOH

GOVERNMENT
MUST DEFINE
"LEGAL IMMUNITY"
It is very disturbing 10 note that
senior Malaysian civil servants can be
ordered according to the whims and
fancies of certain persons above the
law. The central figure referred 10 is
the Johor Education Director who ordered the MSAB Hockey Team out of
the MHF-Milo Tournament Then he
reportedly gave a lOngue lashing 10
Douglas Gomez. the MSAB coach.
Next came more confusing statements
from officials of sports bodies followed by Gomez's press conference
retracting his previous statements.
However it was subsequently
revealed that he was bundled 10 the Islana Serene, where he was held for
some hours and later had 10 seek
medical treatmenL It is alleged that
Gomez suffered physical punishment
and was b3rred from issuing further
statements.
Do we have in Malaysia another
power structure besides the ministries? It appears not, for the Cabinet
had to issue reminders to civil servants to refer unauthorised directives
to the minister before complying.
Thus one is left 10 wonder how
many times such incidents have occurred without public notice e.g.
bypassing the normal procedures in
approving land applications, business
licences, import permits and tax exemptions.
Or did the officers concerned
think that they were expressing the
Kesetiaan kepada Raja Rulcunegara
principle no. 2? Since the super person/s with legal immunity had already taken the law iniO his/their own
hands, what could poor Gomez gain
by reporhng the matter to the police?
(The Deputy PM had reportedly advised him to do so). Would they follow-up on this matter? Obviously not
since those responsible are above the

law! In the end poor Gomez could
have incurred more wrath and could
have possibly ended up as the late Mr
Gomez (through some road nccident
perhaps!) I shudder to think that such
persons are also Honorary Military
Commanders of Military Units. What
would have happened if those responsible had issued a directive to the actual officer in charge to bundle a
particular MP. Minister or anybody
they dislike?
Anyway, how far down docs legal
immunity extend:- Sultan-Consortimmediate family-lcerabat di raja?
By recent events, one can conclude that the monarchs aro now
spreading their tentacles of power
into many spheres, encroaching and
choking the ordinary Rakyat.
.Rulcunegara principle no. 2 is certainly giving them the ammunition. If left
unchecked, we could slip back into
history and end up lilce the Rakyat of
a neighbouring country where Raja
is berdaulaJ(sovereign) rather than
KedaulaJan Undang-Undang.
With the launching of Selia Bersama Rakyat - Scmarak one wonders
why the Rulcunegara was not
amended. Is there a necessity to express K~setiaan Kepada Raja to a
modem day constitutional monarchy?
Before we slip back in time, it would
be wise for the Mahathir administration to define this "legal immunity"
and confine it to official business
during His Majesty's reign only and
not to cases where the Raley at will suffer the consequences. For starters, the
government should repeal the Sedition Act (amended 1970) and let us
have the original Sedition Act - thus
lifting the muzzle to see how popular
the Sultans are.

MA1TSERLY
KOTA BARU

CAPITALISING ON
CONFLICT
The conflict in fonner Yugoslavia
continues to take its toll in human
misery, suffering and senseless death descriptions and vivid images of
which are being transmitted through
the media daily: these descriptions
cannot fail to touch hearts and minds.

As in any situation of conflict,
however, emotions have been stirred
or generated by people in certain positions, medta or otherwise, and the
resulting negntive renctions from
those subjected to these provocations
have not helped anyone outside of the
arena of conflict nor, least of all, the
suffering in the republics of the
former Yugoslnvia.
The point here is that such
capitalisation on human suffering is,
unfortunately, not surprising, for there
will always be individuals and institutions intent on malting capital - political, religious, ideological or monetary
• out of the miseries of others.
In the context of such 'emotioncharging·. therefore, there is all the
more reason for persons not to merely
react to situations of conflict by being
swept along with the popular tide of
reactions from those in privileged
positions but to reflect dispassionately, rationnlly, without haste and, more
important, without pointing fingers.
To this extent the challenge
facing people living in multireligious and ethnically mixed
societies is real, for there will always
remain the threat of emotions spilling
out of conflict or tension-filled areas
into other relatively peaceful ones,
nnd, sadly enough, with others taking
advantage of this for the reasons
stated. In the light of the above, the
foiJowing reflections cnn be made:
• There is no doubt that ethnic discrimination and atrocities are being
perpetrated in Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Croatia and the other republics and
that the agony and suffering are horrendous. There are, therefore, good
rensons for both individuals and the
international community to be rightfully outraged,
The various reactions and responses from well-meamng people show
that there are persons who are sincere
in their intent to bring hope nnd peace
as well as an end to the pain and
agony. These sincere expressions
which, above all, transcend ethnicity
and religion, are needed in times such
as this. Citizens living in multireligious societies sbould, therefore,
show their solidarity and support for
genuine concerns, if they have any
semblance of fairness and justice in
them.
• In any endeavour to be in
solidarity with the suffering and tor-
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mented, it is important that the motives for response be transparent. It
must be acknowledged that the roots
of this particular conflict lie in ethnicity: it is defmitely not a religious
war- although the majority of the suffering have been highlighted to be
from one segment of Bosnian society.
If this perspective is accepted
then there should be no justifiable
cause for people who are outside the
arena of conflict to be biased and partisnn, take strident postures or point
accusing fmgers at the ethnic origins
or religions of the aggressors in Bosnia. Such actions have the unfortunate
effect of amagonishing inherently sensible persons. One ought to be conscious of the motives of such rousers,
who desire to see people divided, and
ought not to fall into such traps.
• There is absolutely no doubt
thnt the Serbs are the main agents of
the conflict. At the same time, however, there is also lillie doubt that
people there from all the ethnic and
religious groups are the victims of the
war. These include Serbs. In other
words, women, children, the aged and
masses of civilians are dying or suffering.
Any response in the form of aid.
assistance or adoption as displaced
persons, therefore, cannot be subjective or selective. Local organisations
will do well to remember that if they
are to have any semblance of honour
and credibility, they must show to aU
citizens that they have the capacity to
transcend ethnicity and religion in
their 'humanitarian' concern.
When humanity is crying out for
food, clothing, shelter and security,
the world must respond justly for this
is the only way to show, if there is indeed a need to, what one's faith in the
Almighty really means.
The lessons to be drawn from this
ongoing war are clear. One obvious
message is that there is an urgent
need to tdentify the root causes of
polarisation and intcr~thnic differences in plural societies and to respond
in a just, fnir and humane manner.
Those who are privileged to have
the benefit of a certain security arising from being in the so-called
majority, must do well always never
to forget that the so-called minorities,
have their aspirations. feelings, sensitivities and insecurities too, and
recognising these would be an in-

tegral part of any measures taken to
promote and nurture harmony. In particular, "being sensitive" must necessarily be a two-way affair. The word
"sensitivity", otherwise, is devoid of
sense.
• The ugly manifestations of ethnic and religious differences are
known to surface only when those in
privileged positions of power and
authority ignore or wilfully neglect to
sufficiently recognise the existence of
minorities with moral, legitimate,
God-given rights. Seeds are sown
among people, seeds of discontent,
unhappiness and frustration when
power is used not to serve but for partisan and selfish purposes.
People suffer or die when the
demands made by the dictates of
Truth and Justice and by God arc conveniently set aside, ironically. in the
name of the Almighty Himself!

JOHN BALA VENDRUM
KUALA LUMPUR

him (regardless of the party convention on succession of leadership) -perhaps Ahmad Bahram Titingan or even
Joseph Kurup or he could follow in
the foot-steps of the late fanner chief
minister, Fuad Stephen.
With great surprise, I asked
myself whether this sort of perception
is shared by many Malaysians. Deep
inside, I feel terrified at this thought.
Am I dreaming or is this reality? I ianpassionately dissuaded him by telling
him that his suggestion was incompatible with the basic principles of the
Malaysian Constitution.
My counter proposal, which I
believe to be tr.ore realistic, is that the
two parties must adopt an attitude of
mutual respect, understanding and
tolerance - an idea which my fellow
Sabahan was prepared to accept at
least.

SABAN SA WAYAN
UNIVERSITY OF KEELE
STAFFORDS, ENGlAND

PBS-BN FRICTION:
MUTUAL RESPECT
NEEDED

JAPANESE
EMBASSY MUST BE
CONDEMNED

Recently, a fellow Sabahan insinuated that the only viable way to
improve the current sour relations between the PBS and the BN is either
for Joseph Pairin to retire earlier and
appoint one of his deputies to replace

Last week a request was made to
the Japanese Embassy for an appointment to present a men1orandum (see
current concern) from Malaysian organiwtions on the issue of plutonium
proliferation. The immediate response
from the embassy was that the
Japanese ambassador, Tan Sri H
Fukuda. would not accede to such a
request. It was only after much persistence that an appointment with the
Head of the Japanese Chancellory, Mr
Umemoto Kazuyoshi. was conceded.
When the delegation of twelve
representatives of the 39 Malaysian
organizations arrived at the lobby of
the Embassy on 21 morning, they
were met by Mr Kazuyoshi, who insisted that any business they had with
the Japanese Embassy would be conducted standing in the lobby or in the
adjoining waiting room. which could
only accommodate three persons.
A request that the meeting take
place in a more appropriate location
was rejected with the puerile reason
that the Japanese Embassy was too

• Pairin's exit from the political
scene the only way to re-establish
Sabah-Federal ties?
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small to accommodate such a request.
Mr Kazuyoshi even went so far as to
suggest that a request should be made
to the Japanese Government to build
a larger Embassy in Kuala Lumpur.
Under protest, the delegation then
moved into the small waiting room,
which had standing room for only
about half of the delegation. The discussion with Mr Kazuyoshi lasted
about fifteen minutes, although he
kept insisting that he could only give
no more than ten minutes of his time.
During all this time, no attempt was
made to invite any member of the
delegation to occupy the two or three
seats available.
By any standards of modem
diplomacy and civilized behaviour,
the delegation felt it had the right to
expect a courteous and friendly reception. It is to be hoped that the unpleasant manner and attitude of the
Head of Chancellory are not a
regular feature of Japanese diplomatic
activity in Kuala Lumpur or indeed in
any other part of the world.
The Japanese Embassy was well
aware that there has been worldwide
concern and justifiable criticism of
the production and transportation of
plutonium, one of the most toxic substances in the world. Plutonium represents serious health, environmental
and security risks that cannot be ignored. As such, the diplomatic expression of deep concern through a
memorandum, representing the views
of 39 legitimate Malays tan organizations, should have merited a more gracious reception.
The delegation were appalled not
only by the demonstration of a lack of
diplomatic slaUs and the discourteous
manner in whtch 11 was received, but
also by the unauthorised release of
photocopies of the delegation's identity cards, wh1ch had been surrendered to the securit) personnel at
the Embassy gate, to members of the
Malaysian police ~pecial branch.
The delegation believe that such a
contemptible attempt at intimidation
by the Japane~e Embassy must be
roundly condemned by all those who
believe in the democratic right of free
people to express their views without
fear or favour.
Perhaps there may be a rational
explanation for what took place that
morning. The delegation would appreciate it if the Japanese Amba.~sador

would favour them with the courtesy
of a reply, if not an apology.

LAISUATYAN
SUA RAM
on behalf of tlrt dtltgation who
prtstnJtd the Joint Memorandum

ESTABLISHMENT
OF BUDDHIST
CULTURAL CENTRE
We arc glad to inform you about
the establishment of tl1c Buddhist Cultural Centre. TI1e following is a brief
account of the services we intend to
provide through this centre. We are
sure that you will wholeheartedly support our undertaking.

VEN. K WIMALAJOTHI
DIRECTOR
BUDDHIST CULTURAL
CENTRE
DEH!WALA, SRI LANKA
Varied are the prec10u~ things that
you can obtain in Sn Lanka. Among
these is a priceless thing - the Buddha
Dhamma, which Sn Lanka ha~
treasured for over 2,500 years.
Some have shared th1s legacy and
we warmly invite you also to partake
of this precious gift.
To help and guide you in your attem pt to obtain this most valuable gift
of the Buddha Dhamma we have established the Buddlu:;t Cultural
Centre.
Unh.ke before. you will find that
there is no need to search. to run
about. Almo~t all your rdigiou~ needs
will be catered to by thi> Centre.
Just about eight kilometres from
Colombo, away from the hu\tle and
bustle of the clly, yet w clo,e to it
and easily accessible by public or
private transport, th1s Centre is a
heaven for all rclig1ou~ly inclined
people.
The Buddhist Cultural Centre will
provide you wuh:
• BuddlliSt Literature
texts, secondary lller:llure,
mag:v.ines, articles etc.- to he bought
over the counter or through post.
• Audio- Vi~u:tl A1ds

• Lectures by eminent preachers
• Dhamma taks by learned
monks and laymen
• Pirith and Suntra chanhng
• V1deotapes of sacred Buddhist
sites, religious perfonnances, rituals
and ceremonies.
• Buddhist Information
• On all matters related to Sri
Lankan Buddhism
* Buddhist Centres in other
countries
• Resource persons -both clergy
and Jay from whom you can oblllin
f urtller guidance
• Religious Counselling nnd
Guidance
• Meditation SessiOns (by prior
arrangement)
The Centre will help you to obtain any other relat..:d serv1ce on
religious matters. Please do not
hesitate to enquire for more details.
We arc always at your service.
Postal Address:
Buddh~t Cultural Ce11tre

125 Anderson Road

Nedimala

Sri lAnka
Tel: 71-4256
Fax: 72-6737

GULF WAR: IRAQ
ALSO TO BE
BLAMED
Aliran and many people keep on
blaming George Bush for attacking

Battle scene on the outskirts of
Kuwait City.
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and destroying Iraq (see AM 1992:
12(1 0), Page 30).
But why don't these same people
ask why Iraq refused to withdraw her
army from Kuwait before the 15
January 1991 deadline? Why didn't
Iraq at least give some indications
that she would withdraw her army?
Bush and the UN gave Iraq a chance,
d1dn 't they?
So, why keep on blaming Bush?
Why keep on saying it was unfair to

Iraq?
Iraq could have withdrawn her
army from Kuwait and saved herself
from being attacked, couldn't she?
So, Iraq is to be partially blamed too.

LEEHOOENG
PASIR GUDANG

HUDUD LAW CRITIC
SHOULD STUDY
ISLAM FIRST
I cannot stop myself from spealcmg up for what is right and what is
wrong especially to those who have a
tendency to criticize the truth like
what S. Surendran did in his Jetter
'Why Hudud Should Not Be
Implemented' in AM 1992: 12(10).
I agree with his point that Muslims should study Hinduism. But the
question here is did he study Islam
before he criticized the rationale for
hudud Jaws? Did he read the Q uran
thoroughly and understand the work
of many Muslim scholars? God
speaks in the Quran which means that
the words in the Quran are to be talcen
literally. The hudud law is in the
Quran, not just the sayings of Muhammad SAW. To you, S. Surendran, as
God ~ays (in the Quran), "Dido 't you
see with your eyes; didn't you hear
with your ears?"
Muslim scholars say that nonMu~luns can practise punishment as
prescribed by their religions. If the
religion is silent on the mode of
punishment, then hudud law would
apply. No big deal.
Secondly, someone who steals the
po~~essions of others will not have
h1s hands chopped off so easily. The
punishment has to be justified and the

accused must satisfy 10 requirements
before his hands can be chopped off.
If he is not guilly, God will always be
with those on the straight path. You
should read more, my dearS.
Surendran; as God says in the Book,
"Read, in lhe namt.: uf yout God ..."
Thirdly, if a thief's hand is
chopped, there would be a greater
likelihood of him repenting, because
it would be difficult for him to steal
with only one hand. If he still refuses
to repent., then it would prove that he
really is a bad person. Have you experienced the feelings of someone
who has been robbed? Not everybody
(I don't know about you) likes to be
robbed.
You also asked how we expect
someone without hands to earn a
proper living. But how do Stephen W.
Hawking, Chandra Muzaffar and
those who are spastic earn a proper
living? It is not the parts of your body
which determines whether you can
earn a living but rather, it is how you
use your mind.

You said that it is beller to kill a
person than to cut off his hand. But is
it human? You might ask if it is
human to cut off someone's hand; but
is it human to take something which
is not yours? Is it? Think rationally, S.
Sun:ndran and ask Cod to open your
mind more.
You mentioned the Arabs and the
people in the Middle East. Islam is
not exclusive to the Arabs. As
Khomeini said, "lsllm is neither East
nor West." Muslim fundamentalists
never say that the Arabs are the best
model. It is true that Is lam started in
Saudi Arabia but Islam is not exclusive to the Arabs. Never.
You said that we should educate
people rather than implement ltudud
law. But Islam says that we should
educate and legislate at the same time
and at the same place. Which one is
beller, my friend?
It is nice to see that you know
some haditlt and have asked Muslims
to be opcn·mindcd. However, it is not
nice to perceive naws in your ration-

MIND YOUR LANGUAGE!

ale. Don't talk about something you
do not know.
In future, if you want to criticize
Islam, Jearn more about it One more
thing, Muslims are not the children of
God but they are the servants of God.
Thnt's why I wrote this letter.
"Truth for all".

HANYAUH ZONY
MUAR

DESTRUCTION OF
SABRI MOSQUE
AGAINST HINDUISM
I am very sad to heaT that the BJP
has used the name of Lord Rama to
demolish the Sabri Mosque. I'm
ashamed that these Hindus do not
have enough understanding of Hinduism. I hope the people of India will
not allow any form of fanaticism to
cause division amongst its people and
also the wor1d at large.
A true H1ndu should adhere to
Truth at all tunes. Hinduism does not
advocate ha!Ied towards any religion
or human being. Lord Rama is om-

The enclosed copy of a leller from the Pensions Division (reproduced
below) emphasises the need for a closer scrutiny of the deteriorating standard
of the English language in Malaysia.
The least one can do is to ensure that the international language is fit for
international consumption.

BALRAM MENON
PETAU NG JA YA
Ruj. Kami: JPA(PEN)2281321/tl
Tarikll: 8 SEP 1992
Dear Malaysian Pensioners
Residing In India
Ceuatlon of Pension Payment
Consequefll to cessation ofpe11Sion paymelll by the paying bank in India i.e.
/nia Bank, Indian Oversea Bank and United Commercial Bank to Malaysian
Pe11Sioner residing in India as for the monJir ofAugusl,/992 onwards, the
P~fiSion Deparlmenl of Malaysia has taken immedial~ step to look tlr.~
problem occurs. Since tltc ncgoli(lJion was still in progressing, therefore tlrere
is 110 outcome yet. lflltcrc is (lfly clranges we will inform lite pc11Sioners and
1101 tire news. You /rave to bear tire consequent and we /rope you will be
paJience and do not listen to tlte rumours.
Pension Di~islon
for Director General of Public Services Departnwfll
Malaysia
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PROBLEMS
ARE
OPPORTUNITIES
IN
WORK

nipresent in the eyes of Hindus, therefore how can one demolish the Sabri
Mosque in His name?
Hatred is destructive and only
love can keep mankind together as a
single family.
All forms of religious fanaticism
whether it comes from Hindus, Muslims, Si.lchs or Christians can never
bring peace to this world.
Only Love and Truth can bring
harmony to our world.
I hope the government of India
wiU build a new mosque to compensate the brutal destruction of the
Babri Mosque.
May peace be unto all.

KSURENDRAN
KUALA KETIL, KEDAH

ALIRAN HAS
BECOME
ANTI-AMERICAN,
ANTI-WESTERN
I have been observing that, of
late. Aliran Monthly, hlce all other
local publications, has become a
forum for anti-Amencan, anti·
Western, anti-Israel and anti-Barisan
Nasionnl sentiments. Fan Yew Teng 's
article 'How the West Betrayed
Bosnia' in AM 1992: 12(10) is n typi·
cal example.
Just li.lce Fan, I too hnve found
memories of Yugosl:lvin when I
tow-ed the country wh1le travelling by
rail across Europe. So much for
memories.
Fan, like many other writers, has
refused to acknowledge the wrongs of
the OIC but has instead heaped all
blame for the upheaval in Bosnia on
the West. Although no genocide can
ever compare to what the Jews underwent during World War Two, the current tortures, rape and 'ethnic
cleansing' going on in Bosnia must
rank a close second. It is an undeni·
able fact that Western countries have
paid little regard to the crisis in Bosnia for the simple reason that no
Western interest is at stake. By contrast we can sec how committed the
West is in aclueving peace in Somalia.
However, Fan, like others before
him, has yet to ask why the OIC and

Muslim countries have ignored Bosnia. During the early stages of the
crisis. most Muslim countries hardly
voiced any concern. Only Iran in its
usual rabble-rousing rhetoric warned
and threatened everyone in sight!
Even while pictures of torture were
being beamed around the world, the
response of the OIC and Muslim
countries was muted. Bosnians cried
for help but all they received was
sympathy. It was only when Malaysia
took a serious stand during the G 15
Conference that the OIC and Muslim
countries began to give serious attention to the crisis. As in many other
conflicts involving Muslims, the
unity and support came late.
Why doesn't anyone ask why
Muslim countries stood by and
watched while Bosnians perished?
Aren't they too, guilty of a larger
crime or did the situation not warrant
any criticism?
Even before Malaysia came forward to volunteer to ooopt Bosnian
children, many European countries
had already provided refuge. How
many countries in the OIC have fol·
lowed the commitment shown by
Malaysia? Therefore. instelld of blaming the West, the OIC and Muslim
countries should acknowledge their
mistake and shoulder the blame.
What this crisis has shown is that
the OIC and Muslim countries, with
all their power and wealth, can never
stand united for their own good. What
did they do in Afghanistan, Somalia.
Sudan and Chad? It simply shows a
large number of Muslim countries
remain under the stranglehold of the
West.
With regard to Malaysia's com·
mitment, the motive remains ques·
tionable. In recent years, there is no
denying that Malaysia has grown to
become the defender of the weak and
the spokesman for the Third World.
The question is if we can be so vocal
over Bosnia, why was there silence
when hundreds were massacred in
nearby East Timor? To add insult to
injury we even went to the extent of
apologising for the screening of the incident over local television. Perhaps
good relations are more import:lnt
than human lives. What did we do
when the Bunncsc junta started
waging a war of extennination
against the Karens, who incidentally
arc Christians?
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It simply goes to show that be it
the West, the OIC or even Malaysia.
we all tend to pick and choose, not because we care but because we have ulterior motives. As for the Bosnian
crisis, let's stop heaping the blame on
the West.
Perhaps Aliran could, in futw-e,
praise the Bacisan for a change,
reprimand Yasser Arafat and the PLO
or criticise the OIC.

N J FERNANDEZ
KUALA LUMPUR

"RENT-CONTROLLED
PREMISES"
As a Penangite and a real estate
professional, I am aghast to Jearn that
there is no strategic plan for relocation and replacement housing for the
12,600 rent-controUed premises in
Pcnang when the repeal of the Control of Rent Act, 1966 appears to be
imminent
I humbly suggest that both the
Penang State Government and the
Penang Municipal Council utilise
their lands to build these relocation/replacement units for sale and/or letting
at subsidised rates to the statutory
tenants.
If private developers can subsidise the construction and sale of
$25,000 flats to the lower income
group, there is no reason why the
owners of rent-controUed propenies
cannot contribute to a special fund to
help finance the building of the housing units on the Stnte/Councilland;
after all, the owners of these prewar
buildings are going to benefit from
such a scheme. Alternatively, the
State/Council can acquire these encwnbcred properties for urban redevelopment
The St:lte land along/off Burma
Road as well as the Council land between Brick Kiln Road and Patani
Rolld can be privatised to developers
to help realise such a scheme.

00/G/MCHOR
PENANG

AURAN MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION FORM
A/iran Monthly
Mr/Mrs/Miss

A Gift
of one publication
of your choice if
you
subscribe
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CURRENT
CONCERNS
JOINT

MEMORANDUM
AGAINST
PLUTONIUM
PROLIFERATION
In the name of global environmental protection, nuclear disarmament, and the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation 'Ii-eaty, we, the
Orundersigned
Malaysian
ganizations, would like to express
our deep concern about the ongoing shipment of 1.7 tonnes ofhighly toxic plutonium from France to
Japan by the Akatsuki Maru.
In particular, we are concerned about the dangers inherent in the passage of the
plutonium-laden AkatsukL Maru
through the Straits of Malacca,
should it take such a route. The
Straits of Malacca is a narrow,
congested waterway, in which
there have been four naval accidents in the past six months. An

accident to the Akatsuki Maru
would result in a catastrophic environmental disaster for both
human and marine life and cause
severe economic difficulties for
local fishermen.
In addition, the route of the
Akatsuki Maru has been shrouded
with such secrecy that littoral
states are being denied adequate
warning, making it difficult for
them to take safety measures or
make provision for safe havens or
emergency ports in the event of an
accident.
The case oftheAkatsuki Maru
supports our view that the nuclear
power industry as a whole is very
secretive and encourages the use
of extra legal methods and special
regulations to protect itself from
public scrutiny and accountability. This has posed serious
human rights repercussions.
We are aware that Japan aims
to achieve energy self-sufficiency
by the beginning of the 21st century by stockpiling plutonium obtained by reprocessing spent
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nuclear fuel at its 1bkai and Rokkasho reprocessing plants and
from repeated shipments of
plutonium from Britain and
France over the next two decades,
amounting to 30-40 tonnes.
A recent assessment and risk
analysis of the shipment of
plutonium by a US company of
interdisciplinary marine system
professionals has concluded that
all available documentation and
information on the transportation
exercise are insufficient to support Japanese claims that the
casks and system of transportation would be able to withstand
serious credible marine
accidents.
It is claimed that the casks
have been tested and certified to
meet standards set by the International Atomic Energy Agency
(lAEA). However, the point at
which they fail is not known.
Therefore, given their exposure to
the fire, crush and immersion environments associated with maximum credible marine accidents, it
is not known whether the casks
can survive intact. As the casks
have not been tested independently, it is strongly suspected
that they would not survive such
exposure, especially in view of
recent accidents in the last 20
years which have created conditions exceeding IAEA test standards.
Plutonium, a man-made fissile
material with a half-life of 24,400
years, has two uses. It is both a
nuclear reactor fuel for the peaceful generation of electricity as well
as a weapons-grade fuel for the
production of nuclear weapons.
Plutonium has therefore become
central to the relationship between civilian nuclear power and
the nuclear weapons of mass
destruction.
By accumulating a stockpile of
weapons-grade plutonium over
the next two decades, Japan will
be perceived by other nations as
taking the first step towards
nuclear weapons capability,
despite its current non-militaristic constitution a:nd present commitment
to
nuclear
Plutonium
non-proliferation.
proliferation and stockpiling

could
therefore
undermine
present nuclear disarmament initiatives and could trigger off a
dangerous nuclear arms race in
East Asia.

After three decades of commercial development, nuclear
power has failed to fulfil its
promise of abundant, cheap, safe
energy. In the United States and
Europe (with the exception of
France), there has been a
moratorium on new nuclear
plants. The Chernobyl nuclear accident, rising capital costs for
nuclear plants and the problem of
nuclear waste disposal have made
nuclear power a frightening and
forbidding prospect.
As a global economic power,
with its commitment to peace and
a safe environment, Japan should
spearhead research for renewable
sources of energy, work towards
conservation, and take positive
steps to reduce its dependence on
nuclear power.
We call upon the Government
of Japan to reconsider its nuclear
energy policies and support a
global ban on the production and
use of plutonium and to respect
our rights to a safe environment.
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NEW OFFICE HOURS
As from 1 J an. 1993 the Ahran offi ce hours are as follows:· Saturdays: 9 .00 am · 5.00 pm

Tuesday~

We are closed on Sundays and Mondays

HOW TO BECOME AN ALIRAN MEMBER
Hare you ever thought about playing a more active role in A/iran? Ifyou
have, you may be intnested in becoming an A/iran member. A/iran welcomes
new members. Membership is open to all Malaysian citizens (except studems), irrespective of educational or occupational background. Membership du es are minimal: an entrance fee of$5 and a membership subscription
of $12 per annum.
For a copy of A/iran's Basic Principles and a membership application
form , please telephone:
0~-871608

(Aliran office, l'enang)
OR

03-2984408 (0) 03-2914141 (H) (A mar Singh, KL)

Altemati\•ely, you may write to:
The lion. Secretary
Aliran Kesedarao Negara

1'0 Oox

1~9

10830 Penang

New Book
Ramsey Clark, the fonner Attorney-General of the United
States, and one of America'sleadng Human Rights activists, has
published an extremely imnn•-uorn book called The Fire
Time US War Cri~• in
IM Gulf (New York, Thu1lder's
,..,~u"'"' Press, 1992).
Clark's book is one of the most
honest, comprehensive accounts
of the motives behind US agbrression against Iraq, the consequences of the Gulf War and its
implications for pence, democracy
and accountability.
The book is an embodiment of
Clark's deep commitment to jus-

tice and human dignity. It is significant that he has dedicated his
book to "the poor throughout history who have suffered violence,
death, hunger, aickness and indignity at the hands of powerful
oppressors who would not ra!lnat·h.•
their humanity, and especially for
the Iraqi, Arab and other victims
of the fire this time - with a call
for action to end the scourge of
war, economJc exploitation and
poverty.•
Those who are interested in
The
is priced at RM 55.
purchasing the book can write to · · The Postal charge is RM 1. You
Just World Trust
!JU~I)
can send a cheque or postal
1• o Uux 448
money order for RM 56, made out
10760.Penang
to JUST.
Malaysia
Thank you.
JUST

-
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RULERS' DECISION UNWISE
Compromise between letter and
spirit of the law is required
liran regrets the decision
taken by the Conference of
Rulers to reject the
proposed Constitutional Amend ments pertaining to the legal immunity of the Rulers. Since there
appears to be popular support for
the amendments, it would have
been politically wise. and in the
rulers' long term interests. to support the amendments. This Y.Ould
have been consistent with the
provisions of a Constitutional
monarchy and the spirit of the law

the consent of the Rulers to any
amendment regarding their rights
and privileges before it becomes
law. Yet according to the Constitutional Amendments of Jl)83
any Act passed by Parliamenr
which docs not receive the assent
of the Yang Di Pertuan Agong
within 30 days becomes law. It is
clear that these different clauses
contradict one :mother in this instance.
Ironically the government
finds itself supporting the spirit

erosion of our parliamentary
democracy overtime. This is why
Alir:ui has opposed many such
amendments to various Acts and
the Constitution contrary to the
democratic rule of law in the past.
Instead we have always advocated that the ruling elite be held
accountable to the rakyat. In supporting this particular amendments. too, Aliran has insisted
that the government. the real
wielders of power, be held accountable to a code of ethics as
well.
To safeguard the
notion of rule of Jaw
and the supremacy of
our Constitution and
in view of this political and constitutional
deadlock,
Aliran
proposes that the
government and the
rulers seck a com.,_,~ promise between the
letter and the spirit of
the law consistent
with the provisions of
a
Constitutional
monarchy.
We strongly urge
- too that there be real
public discussion not
only over the amendThe ex-king end lhe PM : The government supporta the aplrlt rether then lhe letter of the lllw ments and the conthis time eround!
stitutional deadlock.
but about the quesrather than the letter of the law in
in a parliamentary democracy.
tions of democracy and accountour parliamentary democracy on
Unfortunately with this rejecability in our country generally.
tion, the nation now enters into a
this occasion. On many instances
A/iran Executive Committee
period of uncertainty which could
in the past the government had
20 January 1993
upheld the letter rather than the
result in a Constitutional crisis.
For the letter of the law requires
spirit of the law resulting in the

A

